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FOREWORD
by the First Minister

On 23 June, the people of Scotland voted categorically and decisively to remain within 
the European Union (EU).

Although the concerns of those who voted to leave must be listened to and addressed, 
there is clearly a strong desire in Scotland to be a full and active member of the 
European family of nations. The Scottish Government shares that desire.

There was also a majority for Remain in Northern Ireland. In England and Wales, there 
were majorities to Leave.

The stark divergence in the democratic will between the different nations of the United 
Kingdom (UK) demands a reappraisal of how political power in the UK is exercised.

Before she became Prime Minister, Theresa May, set out her view of a UK “in which 
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and England continue to flourish side by side as equal 
partners.”1

Accordingly, the way in which the Westminster Government responds to proposals put 
forward by the devolved administrations will tell us much about whether or not the UK 
is indeed a partnership of equals.

Following the Brexit vote both the Scottish and UK Governments made a number of 
commitments.

The Prime Minister said that Article 50 would not be triggered until there was a UK 
approach, that Scotland would be “fully engaged” in the process and that she was willing 
to listen to “options”.2

For the Scottish Government, I said I would seek to bring people in Scotland together in 
common cause and to build as much consensus as possible.

I said I would explore – not just my preferred option of independence – but all options to 
protect Scotland’s place in, and relationship with, Europe.

And I said the Scottish Government would – in good faith and a spirit of compromise – 
seek to identify a solution that might enable Scotland’s voice to be heard, and mitigate 
the risks that Brexit poses to our interests within the UK.

1 http://www.scottishconservatives.com/2012/03/theresa-may-scottish-conservative-party-conference/
2 https://www.gov.uk/government/news/prime-minister-to-set-out-her-vision-at-joint-ministerial-committee

http://www.scottishconservatives.com/2012/03/theresa-may-scottish-conservative-party-conference/
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The proposals in this paper meet those commitments.

In all of this our single, overriding concern is to protect Scotland’s national interests.

It is our determination to ensure Scotland’s voice is heard, and acted upon. That is the 
hallmark of the Scottish Government’s approach.

At the heart of the proposals in this document, and our proposals for any EU 
negotiations, we are determined to maintain Scotland’s current position in the European 
Single Market.

The Scottish people did not vote for Brexit, and a “hard Brexit” would severely damage 
Scotland’s economic, social and cultural interests. It will hit jobs and living standards – 
deeply and permanently. That is why we are so determined to avoid it.

There are various ways in which Scotland’s place in the European Single Market could be 
maintained.

One option – in my view, the best option – is to become a full member of the EU as an 
independent country. Indeed, independence would resolve the fundamental cause of 
the position Scotland currently finds itself in: Westminster Governments that Scotland 
doesn’t vote for, imposing policies that a majority in Scotland does not support.

The Scottish Government was elected in May on a manifesto which said in relation to 
independence:

“The Scottish Parliament should have the right to hold another referendum [...] if there 
is a significant and material change in the circumstances that prevailed in 2014, such 
as Scotland being taken out the EU against our will.”

There is no question, therefore, about the legitimacy of the Scottish Parliament and the 
people of Scotland considering the question of independence in these circumstances.

As leader of a party that supports independence it is my belief that an independent 
Scotland is the best way to secure a more prosperous and equal country.

However, the focus of this paper – in line with the clear commitment I gave in the 
aftermath of the EU Referendum – is to explore if we can find common ground with the 
UK Government around a solution that would protect Scotland’s place in the European 
Single Market from within the UK.

It stands to reason that the proposals we put forward in this paper fall short of what we 
consider to be the best status for Scotland and the UK – full membership of the EU.

However, they are designed to mitigate – as far as possible – the real and serious risks 
for Scotland caused by being taken out of the EU against our will.

Firstly, we argue that the UK as a whole should remain within the European Single 
Market – through the European Economic Area – and within the EU Customs Union.

Secondly, we consider how Scotland could remain a member of the European Single 
Market and retain some key benefits of EU membership even if the rest of the UK 
decides to leave.
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We recognise and explore the significant practical challenges involved in implementing 
such proposals. We do not underestimate the scale of those challenges. But political 
leadership is about finding solutions and this paper attempts, in good faith, to set how 
the undoubted challenges might be overcome if the political will exists to do so.

It should be noted that there is already a range of asymmetric and differentiated 
arrangements within the EU and single market framework.

In addition, the UK Government already appears open to a “flexible Brexit” approach in 
relation to different sectors of the economy. It will also be necessary to take a flexible 
approach in relation to Northern Ireland and Gibraltar. The Mayor of London has also 
indicated that he will seek special arrangements for London, particularly in relation to 
immigration.

The fact is that the negotiations ahead – given the unprecedented circumstances in 
which we now find ourselves – will be characterised by a necessity to find practical 
solutions to a range of complex issues. It is in this spirit that we seek to find solutions 
that will respect the voice and protect the interests of Scotland.

It is also important to stress that this proposal does not prioritise the European Single 
Market over free movement and free trade within the UK. We consider that UK-wide free 
movement and free trade could and would continue if Scotland becomes independent, 
just as the UK Government believes that free trade and movement between the UK 
and the Republic of Ireland will continue after Brexit. Our proposal seeks to secure the 
benefits of the European Single Market for Scotland in addition to – not instead of – free 
trade across the UK.

Finally, we argue that in light of the removal of the rights and protections provided by 
EU law – and whatever the outcome of the Brexit negotiations – Scotland’s interests 
within the UK demand that the powers of the Scottish Parliament be fundamentally 
revisited. This paper looks at three broad categories of powers that should now be 
considered:

1. Those powers that will be “repatriated” to the UK from Brussels and that currently sit 
within the Scottish Parliament’s competence, for example fishing and farming. These 
must remain the responsibility of the Scottish Parliament.

2. Those powers to be “repatriated” that are not currently within the Scottish 
Parliament’s competence and where devolution would allow the Scottish Parliament 
to protect key rights, for example employment law.

3. Powers, beyond those to be “repatriated”, to protect Scotland’s interests, including 
those to support the differentiated solutions for Scotland proposed in this paper: for 
example, powers over immigration, powers to conclude international agreements 
in areas of Scottish Parliament responsibility, and a range of powers that would be 
required for the Scottish Government to meet the regulatory and administrative 
requirements of continued European Single Market membership.

As I have said, we fully acknowledge the option set out in this paper is challenging. 
But these challenges must be seen in a context where the Brexit vote and the UK 
Government’s apparent drive for a “hard Brexit” mean that there are no simple options. 
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We believe our practical solutions are reasonable and in the best interests of Scotland – 
in a context that will be complex and unprecedented whatever the ultimate outcome.

The Scottish Government stands ready to work closely and co-operatively on our 
proposals with the UK Government, other political parties, organisations and individuals 
across Scotland on the outcomes we seek and the principles we are adopting.

We recognise these proposals do not confer the full benefits of EU membership, or 
of independence. As a government we remain committed to EU membership as an 
independent nation – and are proud to say so. However, the proposals in this document 
are our contribution to ongoing efforts to build consensus. They represent a compromise 
on our part – but also what we consider to be requirements for Scotland if a UK solution 
to Brexit is to be found. We expect the UK Government to show similar flexibility.

As the UK is the EU Member State it will be for the UK Government, not the Scottish 
Government, to negotiate directly with the other 27 Member States. Therefore, we 
expect the UK Government to honour its clear previous commitment to involve Scotland 
in the development of the UK position prior to the triggering of Article 50, to consider 
the options now advanced and to guarantee that Scotland will be fully engaged in the 
discussions going forward.

However, the Scottish Government will not compromise on our determination to build a 
strong economy and ensure that Scotland remains an open, welcoming European society.

If the real and substantial risks that Brexit poses to Scotland’s interests cannot be 
mitigated within the UK, the option of choosing a better future through independence 
should be open to the Scottish people.

Europe is about more than economics. The European ideal is one of peaceful co-
existence, mutual solidarity and support, and prosperity built on co-operation. There is 
much still to achieve, but a Europe which encourages openness and civic dialogue, and 
which welcomes difference, is one from which Scotland has gained much and to which it 
still wants to contribute.

We embrace the values of solidarity, co-operation and democracy which underpin the 
European Union, and in everything we do we will strive to build a successful, dynamic 
economy and a fair society, now and for the generations to come.

Nicola Sturgeon MSP
First Minister
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CHAPTER ONE:
INTRODUCTION

About this paper
1. In the referendum of 23 June, while the UK as a whole voted to leave the European 

Union (EU), a large majority in Scotland voted to remain part of it. The way 
governments across these islands respond to the result will have significant 
consequences for our prosperity, our rights and freedoms as EU citizens, and our 
constitutional arrangements. We must recognise and respond to the concerns of 
those who voted to leave as well as those who voted to remain. We must also 
understand the profound issues of peace and stability this raises for our near 
neighbours. Our choices will also affect our European partners – their citizens living 
and studying here, as well as businesses and investors – and our collective ability 
to tackle complex, interdependent domestic and international challenges.

2. Our response must also acknowledge that leaving the EU, and in particular any 
proposal to leave the European Single Market and the Customs Union, will result in 
significant disruption. It will be directly against the democratic wishes of the 
people of Scotland and will damage our economy, our social fabric and our future 
prospects. While the referendum resulted in a mandate for England and Wales to 
leave the EU, that was not the case for Scotland and Northern Ireland, nor did it 
provide a mandate for the terms of exit.

3. The challenges posed by the EU referendum result are unprecedented. The Scottish 
Government believes that, short of full EU membership, the least worst outcome for 
the UK as a whole would be to retain full membership of the European Single 
Market through the European Economic Area, and to remain in the Customs Union. 
However, the UK Government currently appears to be on a course that will take the 
UK out of the European Single Market and the EU Customs Union, a decision which 
could cost the Scottish economy up to around £11 billion per year3. Therefore, this 
paper also offers options for a differentiated solution for Scotland, to safeguard our 
economic and social prospects. Our mandate for this approach comes from the 
manifesto on which this Government was elected, from the majority vote in 
Scotland to remain in the EU, and from the Scottish Parliament’s resolutions on the 
matter.

4. The paper goes on to argue that whatever the outcome for the UK and/or Scotland 
in terms of the European Single Market, Scotland’s interests within the UK demand 
a fundamental review of the devolution settlement – this arises as a result of the 
removal of the protections provided by EU law for the devolved institutions and 
the rights of citizens. As part of this, the Scottish Parliament must retain 
responsibility in already devolved areas like farming and fisheries – there must be 

3 http://news.gov.scot/news/brexit-research-shows-economic-risk-to-scotland 

http://news.gov.scot/news/brexit-research-shows-economic-risk-to-scotland
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no question of re-reserving or qualifying powers already devolved. The powers of 
the Scottish Parliament should also be increased so that it takes responsibility for 
“repatriated” comptencies in reserved areas, such as employment law, in order to 
protect fundamental rights. However, the need to consider further devolution goes 
beyond repatriated powers. New powers to support Scotland’s interests, and any 
differentiated relationship with Europe, will also be required.

5. We will engage in good faith with the UK Government to seek to secure Scottish 
interests through its negotiations with the EU. However, we were elected with a 
mandate that the Scottish Parliament should have the right to hold an 
independence referendum if there was clear and sustained evidence that 
independence had become the preferred option of a majority of the people of 
Scotland; or if there was a significant and material change in the circumstances that 
prevailed in 2014, such as Scotland being taken out of the EU against its will. We 
have published a Draft Referendum Bill for consultation so that the option of a 
referendum on independence will be available if we conclude that Scotland’s 
interests cannot be protected by other means.

6. Scotland’s relationship with the EU is mutually beneficial. Scotland is a nation with a 
strong European heritage, outlook and values. We bring assets and opportunities, our 
people, our natural resources and our universities with their innovation and research 
capabilities. And we are committed to contributing to the common good in the 
pursuit of cohesion, social justice and solidarity. The Third Sector in Scotland is active 
in helping to create and sustain an open Europe, committed to an ongoing civic 
dialogue, and the Scottish Government will continue to encourage that endeavour.

7. We recognise that the options we propose will be technically and politically 
challenging and will require flexibility, pragmatism and support on the part of the 
UK Government and, in due course, our European partners – the same spirit of 
flexibility demonstrated in our proposals. The challenges also reflect a position 
which is technically and politically unique – everything about Brexit will be 
complicated and there are no simple solutions for the UK. Therefore, we hope it will 
be recognised that these proposals have been developed in unprecedented 
circumstances – circumstances in which the majority of Scottish citizens face being 
forced out of the EU against their will, and where Scotland, as an EU Nation, is fully 
compliant with the EU Acquis.

Defining Scotland’s interests
8. Our future relationship with the EU should be guided by the pursuit of opportunity 

for our people, solidarity between our citizens and co-operation among nations. 
With those principles in mind, Scotland’s interests can best be summarised in these 
terms:

a) Economic interests – in particular, retaining membership of the European Single 
Market and its market of 500 million people in addition to free trade across the 
UK; protecting the thousands of jobs that are directly linked to our place in that 
market; ensuring our firms have access to the EU workforce they need; and 
pursuing the collaboration and funding that is so essential to our future 
prosperity.
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b) Solidarity – supporting the ability of nations to come together for the common 
good of all of our citizens to tackle crime and terrorism and deal with important 
global challenges like climate change; protecting the rights of EU citizens to 
settle in Scotland and continue to contribute to the development of our economic 
prosperity and diverse communities with reciprocal arrangements for our 
citizens living, working and studying in other EU countries.

c) Social protection – ensuring the continued protection of workers’ rights and 
maintaining social, environmental and human rights advances.

d) Democratic interests – respecting Scotland’s overwhelming vote to remain in the 
EU and ensuring that Scotland’s distinctive voice is heard, particularly in our 
future relationship with the EU and European Single Market, and that our wishes 
are respected.

e) Influence – safeguarding our ability to shape the laws and policies that define our 
future economic and social development.

Our strategy and options in summary
9. We believe that the best option for the UK as a whole, and for Scotland, would be 

the one Scotland voted for – to remain in the EU. We believe that membership of 
the EU, for all its imperfections, would provide the best possible future for the UK 
and would best protect Scotland’s interests. However, we acknowledge that England 
and Wales voted to leave the EU and that the UK Government’s current position is 
to take the UK out of the EU. In that context, our strategy – short of independence 
– is to mitigate the risks that Brexit poses to Scotland’s interests and involves the 
following options:

a) Influencing the overall UK position so that the UK remains in the European Single 
Market, through the European Economic Area (EEA) Agreement and also in the 
EU Customs Union. We believe that Scotland’s interests would be best, though 
not comprehensively, secured by the continuation of the rights and freedoms we 
enjoy as members of the European Single Market, along with the broader 
economic and social benefits which adhering to the free movement for persons, 
goods and capital provides for us. Remaining in the EEA would mean being part 
of an existing structure for engagement, which would provide greater certainty 
for businesses and citizens. Given the many years, perhaps decades, of 
uncertainty involved in the pursuit of bespoke deals with the EU and other 
world trade partners, we believe Scotland’s interests would be best served if the 
UK retained its membership of the EEA. A clear and early signal to that effect 
would provide influential leadership, offer comparatively simpler options and 
greater stability. We also believe that it is in the UK’s and Scotland’s interests to 
stay within the EU Customs Union.

b) Exploring differentiated options for Scotland within the UK that provide the 
closest possible relationship with the EU and the European Single Market in the 
event that the UK Government chooses to leave the EU Customs Union and 
Single Market. In particular, this paper argues that the UK should support 
Scotland remaining within the European Single Market, even if the outcome for 
the rest of the UK is to leave the EEA. In addition, the Scottish Parliament should 
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have the powers necessary to seek to maintain pan-European links in important 
areas of devolved competence, for example Horizon 2020, Erasmus and Europol.

c) Safeguarding and significantly expanding the powers of the Scottish Parliament. 
Leaving the EU must not result in greater concentration of powers at 
Westminster. Powers to be “repatriated” from Brussels that are already within 
the current responsibilities of the Scottish Parliament, such as agriculture and 
fisheries, must remain fully devolved, with decisions on any UK-wide 
frameworks being for agreement between the UK Government and the Devolved 
Administrations. In addition, and whatever the outcome of our efforts to keep 
Scotland in the European Single Market, “repatriated” powers not currently 
within areas of devolved competence, for example employment and health and 
safety laws, should be devolved to enable the Scottish Parliament to protect key 
rights. More generally, the current division of responsibilities between the 
Scottish Parliament and Westminster must be reconsidered to ensure that the 
Parliament is able to protect Scotland’s interests and to reflect the change that 
will be effected to the UK’s constitutional settlement by leaving the EU. This 
should include consideration of significant new powers to secure any 
differentiated relationship with Europe.

10. In exploring all options for Scotland, we will make certain assumptions – and this 
paper will make those assumptions clear. However, we are operating in a fluid 
situation. If those assumptions shift and change, so too may the detail of our 
proposals and how we will achieve Scotland’s interests. So while we have set out 
our current preference to protect our interests, we remain open to other options 
which may emerge as the wider debate develops.

11. We know that leaving the EU will be extremely complex with a huge range of 
significant issues to be addressed across all the main policy areas of government. It 
will have significant implications for businesses and citizens throughout the UK (for 
example, food safety regulations, market access, cyber security, defence, medicine 
approvals, energy market regulation and interconnectedness to name but a few).

12. We do not believe these will all be addressed through the Article 50 process, but 
will require a much longer timeframe if they are to be tackled properly.

13. We need clear and detailed assurances from the UK Government that sensible 
transitional arrangements will form part of the negotiations with the EU, covering 
the period between the UK leaving the EU and any future agreement coming into 
effect. Clarity on such transitional measures will be essential to maintain business 
and consumer confidence and sustain the health of our economy. This is 
increasingly recognised by the UK Government – for example, the Chancellor has 
recently outlined that Brexit may take four years or more4. The House of Lords also 
highlighted the importance of establishing transitional arrangements to mitigate 
the shock that would follow were the UK to leave the EU without securing 
agreement on future trading relations with the EU5.

4 http://parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/654d5671-e4a2-4f7d-85aa-76fd2cd6df80 
5 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/ldeucom/72/7202.htm

http://parliamentlive.tv/Event/Index/654d5671-e4a2-4f7d-85aa-76fd2cd6df80
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/ldeucom/72/7202.htm
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Standing Council on Europe
14. The First Minister’s Standing Council on Europe has been important in helping us 

consider options to protect and promote Scotland’s interests in the context of 
Brexit. The First Minister is indebted to members of the Standing Council for their 
time and energy in supporting our work. 

15. The Standing Council is an independent group of advisers who have expertise in 
various aspects of European integration and the European Union, as well as in 
business, diplomacy, human rights, social protections and education. The Standing 
Council recognises the significant economic and social challenges we will face as a 
country if, in the future, Scotland is no longer a member of the European Single 
Market. Like the Scottish Government, our advisers recognise that some of the 
proposals in this paper are legally and technically challenging and would require 
significant political will to implement. The views of Standing Council members 
naturally differ on some aspects of the analysis and options in this paper, but all 
members share a common concern to limit the damage that Brexit will do to 
Scotland.

16. While this paper has benefited considerably from the work of the Standing Council, 
it is published by the Scottish Government and represents the views of Scottish 
Ministers.
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CHAPTER TWO:
WHAT IS THE EUROPEAN SINGLE 
MARKET AND WHY DOES IT 
MATTER?

Scotland and the European Single Market
17. Today, Scotland is a fully integrated part of the European family of nations and of 

the European economy. In large measure this is a direct consequence of our 
membership of the European Single Market – the centrepiece of the EU. Leaving the 
EU will change our place in Europe. Leaving the European Single Market and the EU 
Customs Union will damage our economy and undermine our wider social interests.

18. In this chapter we first set out why Brexit in general, and exiting the European 
Single Market in particular, threatens to fundamentally damage Scotland’s economic 
prospects. We then turn to the wider social implications of Brexit and demonstrate 
why we believe our ambition to remain an open, inclusive and responsible society 
is at risk.

19. It is this analysis that forms the basis of the Scottish Government’s insistence that 
if the UK Government is not prepared to protect Scotland’s – and we believe the 
UK’s – economic and social interests by remaining inside the European Single 
Market, then it must enter into discussions with the Scottish Government to explore 
the possibilities of securing a differentiated outcome for Scotland. That is, an 
outcome that permits Scotland to remain inside the European Single Market.

20. In the context of Brexit it is important to distinguish between membership of the 
EU and membership of the European Single Market. As we make clear throughout 
this paper, the Scottish Government recognises that a majority of voters in England 
and Wales voted in favour of leaving the EU. But, as we note at various points in 
this paper, we do not accept this requires any part of the UK to exit the European 
Single Market. This is because, since 1994, it is possible for some countries outside 
the EU to be in the European Single Market. This is the course of action we urge the 
UK Government to pursue.

21. As a result of the European Economic Area (EEA) Agreement, three of the four 
countries of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) – Norway, Iceland and 
Liechtenstein – became members of the European Single Market even though they 
were not, and are not, members of the EU. In essence, the European Single Market 
was extended to include these three countries. As a result, these countries 
participate in the European Single Market and are compliant with the obligations of 
membership of that single market. However, the obligations under EEA 
membership do not cover the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) or Common 
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Fisheries Policy (CFP); or trade in all agricultural or fisheries products. However, as 
we note in the final section of this chapter, EEA membership does not preclude 
co-operation with EU Member States across a number of issues we regard as vital 
to Scotland’s economic and social interests.

22. As we discuss in greater detail in Chapter Three, it is therefore possible, and 
perfectly feasible, for the UK to leave the EU but to be in the EEA and thereby 
protect Scotland’s membership of the European Single Market. Assuming that the 
decision to exit the EU is irreversible for the UK Government – politically, if not 
legally – EEA membership is the outcome the Scottish Government considers to be 
the least damaging to Scotland’s interests. EEA membership is what is widely 
referred to as a “soft Brexit”. Any alternative to EEA membership will result in the 
UK being outside the European Single Market – in other words, it will represent a 
“hard Brexit”.

23. It is also highly desirable that the UK remains part of the EU Customs Union such 
that goods entering the UK from outside the EU would continue to be subject to EU 
rules of origin and the Common External Tariff. This would then mean that goods 
exported from the UK to the EU would not incur the additional costs that will arise 
if the UK is outside the EU Customs Union. This would not only avoid disruption to 
the complex global supply chains in which many Scottish companies are involved, 
it would also ensure that businesses (especially small and medium-sized 
enterprises) are not subject to the administrative and compliance costs necessary 
to satisfy EU rules of origin stipulations – costs that might exceed the external tariff 
that otherwise would be applied6.

24. We conclude that retaining membership of the European Single Market and EU 
Customs Union would be the least bad outcome for the UK as a whole. But if the UK 
Government decides to leave the single market, we would still argue that the UK 
should remain inside the EU customs union.

25. It is difficult to overstate the importance of Scotland’s continuing membership of the 
European Single Market (i.e. a “soft Brexit”) as opposed to Scotland’s producers 
accessing that market as non-members, or “third countries”. Any country in the 
world is able to access the European Single Market as long as it is not subject to 
trade sanctions, but it will be subject to tariffs on goods and encounter regulatory 
barriers7. As matters stand, the UK’s exit from the EU is likely to be subject to 
similar third country treatment. This would see the imposition of tariffs on Scottish 
exports to the European Single Market, damaging the competitiveness of our goods 
and driving down exports. However, perhaps more significant would be the non-
tariff barriers, such as divergent regulatory standards, which would restrict the 
extent to which companies could access the European Single Market8.

6 The Centre for Economic Policy Research estimated these additional compliance costs to be between 4% and 15% 
of the cost of goods sold. CEPR (2013) “Trade and Investment: Balance of Competence Review, Project Report”, p58 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/271784/bis-14-512-trade-and-
investment-balance-of-competence-review-project-report.pdf

7 See IFS (2016) The European Single Market: The Value of Membership versus Access to the UK. 
8 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-16-2428_en.htm where Dombrovskis says “Access to the Single Market 

would require the UK to accept all four freedoms: goods, services, capital and labour. There can be no cherry-picking.”

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_SPEECH-16-2428_en.htm
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26. The European Single Market is an area presently comprising 31 countries, 
representing in excess of 500 million consumers, within which impediments to the 
free movement of goods, services, capital and persons have been, or are being, 
progressively eliminated. Adhering to these “four freedoms” therefore defines the 
core obligation of membership of the European Single Market, and it is only 
through membership that comprehensive access can be secured. The EU has been 
clear that these four freedoms are indivisible, which is in conflict with the UK 
Government’s aspiration to secure a bespoke agreement with free trade with the 
EU and control over UK borders9.

27. The European Single Market is much more than a “free trade area”. Free trade 
areas, and free trade agreements, typically involve the removal of formal barriers 
to trade – namely customs duties (tariffs) and quotas. What they do not generally 
provide for is the elimination of non-tariff, or technical, barriers to trade; that is, 
barriers to trade that result from the vast array of national regulations and laws 
that govern the production, distribution, marketing and sale of goods. In practice, 
these remain very significant obstacles to trade between the EU and third 
countries. Moreover, free trade agreements tend to cover only industrial goods. 
They do not typically include agricultural and food products, although more 
recently many cover market access for services. Outside the European Single 
Market, the international trade of basic agricultural and fish products is subject to 
bilateral agreements between individual EFTA or World Trade Organisation (WTO) 
member states and the EU. Such agreements set out the tariff and non-tariff 
(including technical measures) barriers that apply to trade.

28. By contrast, the European Single Market continues to eliminate these technical 
barriers to trade. This is achieved by a combination of “mutual recognition”, 
whereby national governments recognise the regulations in force in EU partner 
countries as equivalent to their own regulations, and harmonisation of standards 
in cases where they do not accept equivalence.

29. Trade in goods and services tends to be highly sensitive to technical barriers to 
trade resulting from different national regulatory regimes. A substantial part of 
EU legislation is designed to ensure that goods and, especially, services meet a 
minimum standard of performance, safety and reliability, and therefore may 
circulate freely within the European Single Market. Countries outside that market 
have no automatic access to the EU market, even where the necessary standards 
are met. The National Institute of Economic and Social Research recently estimated 
that the losses in bilateral trade with other EEA countries from leaving the 
European Single Market could be as much as 60%10.

30. If the UK does exit the European Single Market, then it will become a third country 
for the purposes of EU trade policy, and negotiations will be necessary to 
determine UK access to that single market. It is likely that the UK and the EU may 
at some point reach a future trade deal, although reports have suggested this could 

9 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld201617/ldselect/ldeucom/72/7202.htm
10 NIESR – Assessing the Impact of Trade Agreements http://www.niesr.ac.uk/publications/assessing-impact-trade-

agreements-trade#.WFKAYVJDRaQ 

http://www.niesr.ac.uk/publications/assessing-impact-trade-agreements-trade%23.WFKAYVJDRaQ
http://www.niesr.ac.uk/publications/assessing-impact-trade-agreements-trade%23.WFKAYVJDRaQ
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take as long as 10 years11. This deal could include, in line with many modern free 
trade agreements, elements of both industrial products and secure some market 
access for services which may avoid the imposition of tariffs and quotas. Products 
will be included only if they conform to EU standards and regulatory requirements, 
and can demonstrate this. However, whatever the scope and scale of any such deal, 
it will be unable to replicate the current level of market integration which we enjoy 
through membership of the European Single Market. This will consequently create 
costs for business throughout the UK and will mean service providers have a much 
lower level of market access than is currently the case. A trading relationship of 
this nature will also disadvantage UK producers who will not be able to meet “just 
in time” delivery requirements as goods will be subject to administration as they 
cross borders into the single market.

31. The European Single Market is more than a single market for goods and services. 
It is also an area within which persons and capital move freely – once again an 
arrangement that is unique, in global terms, to the EU. These freedoms allow 
workers and their families to move across the EU to work and live, and to 
contribute to other countries’ economies and societies. They allow businesses to 
invest anywhere in the European Single Market and to bring with them new jobs 
and new technologies that can boost productivity and raise living standards.

32. It is important to recognise that “free movement of people and services” is far 
wider than free movement of labour. It implies the right of companies to set up 
branches in other Member States and to move directors, managers, sales personnel 
and technical support staff as required. It also allows independent professionals 
(lawyers, doctors, architects and others) as well as self-employed artists and 
craftsmen of all types to establish themselves and their products and services 
throughout the whole area of the single market.

33. As we show in this chapter, Scotland has benefited just as much from the free 
movement of people and of capital as a member of the European Single Market as 
it has from the free movement of goods and services. It is these considerable 
benefits that are now at risk from Brexit in general, and from exiting the European 
Single Market in particular. Moreover, in many respects the European Single Market 
remains “work in progress”. It is a market in which considerable potential remains 
to be unlocked. New opportunities to increase our trade and co-operation within 
the single market will emerge as new market opportunities arise – opportunities in 
the digital economy, services sector, energy sector, retail sector, green economy and 
the knowledge economy in general. These are opportunities that will not be 
available to Scotland’s businesses or workforce if we exit the European Single 
Market. They are opportunities that are highly unlikely to arise in any other trade 
agreement that the UK may negotiate anywhere in the world, especially in a global 
trading environment in which there are real fears of growing protectionism.

11 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-38324146 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-38324146
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34. Significant as they are, the risks to Scotland of exiting the European Single Market 
are not purely economic. Membership of the European Single Market also involves 
implementing a range of measures designed to further the rights and interests of 
working people, protect and advance social and environmental interests and 
address wider societal challenges, such as climate change, through collaborative 
research and collective action. These aspects of the European Single Market are 
vital elements in pursuit of the wider agenda of social justice and an inclusive 
society to which the Scottish Government is firmly committed.

35. Brexit places at risk the continuation of social and societal protections, and the 
aspirations that they represent. Given that many of these sit within reserved areas, 
their continued effect would be subject to the will of the UK Parliament and UK 
Government, which would no longer be bound by the obligations of EU 
membership. The Scottish Government is committed to ensuring that Brexit does 
not lead to a regression from the high standards we have attained in these areas, 
largely through the implementation of EU law. Remaining a member of the 
European Single Market will guarantee that no such regression can occur or 
otherwise jeopardise the progress we have made, nor should Scotland be left 
behind our European partners in the area of social protection. We discuss these 
issues in greater detail later in this chapter.

Scotland’s economy and the European Single Market
Free movement of goods and services

36. Scotland is a strong and resilient open economy with a skilled labour force, and the 
performance of the Scottish economy has improved across a range of indicators. 
GDP per head is higher than in the UK as a whole and higher than 20 of the 28 EU 
Member States12. Scottish Government analysis13, drawing on research by a range 
of external organisations, suggests that under a “hard Brexit” Scottish GDP could be 
up around £11 billion per year lower by 2030 than it would be if Brexit does not 
occur. Such an adverse shock to our economic performance would reduce tax 
revenues, and in turn the funding available for public services. The Scottish 
Government analysis estimates that resources for public spending could be up to 
£3.7 billion a year lower under a “hard Brexit”14, more than double the annual 
budget for Scotland’s universities and colleges15. Independent research by the 
Fraser of Allander Institute highlights similar risks16. It estimates that after 10 years 
it could result in wages being £2,000 lower, and the Scottish economy supporting 
80,000 fewer jobs, than would otherwise be the case. We are undertaking further 
analysis to assess the impact on specific sectors under different Brexit scenarios.

12 Source: Scottish Government Quarterly National Accounts Scotland,, ONS Quarterlry National Accounts, Eurostat
13 http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Brexit-research-shows-economic-risk-to-Scotland-2940.aspx 
14 http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Brexit-research-shows-economic-risk-to-Scotland-2940.aspx 
15 http://www.gov.scot/Publications/2016/12/6610
16 https://www.sbs.strath.ac.uk/economics/fraser/20161006/Long-term-Economic-Implications-of-Brexit.pdf

http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Brexit-research-shows-economic-risk-to-Scotland-2940.aspx
http://news.scotland.gov.uk/News/Brexit-research-shows-economic-risk-to-Scotland-2940.aspx
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37. The impact of a changed relationship with the EU will be variable across sectors 
and regions. Higher impacts will potentially be felt in sectors where tariffs are 
reintroduced, regulatory barriers are prominent, which are dependent on workers 
from other parts of the EU, or where we rely on EU structural funds, for example, 
for infrastructure projects. Sectors like financial services have significant spillovers 
into other parts of the economy and, therefore, any slowdown here will impact 
more widely on people and businesses.

38. Rural Scotland may face particular issues from a changed relationship with the EU. 
The European Single Market and EU funding help to support investment in 
superfast broadband, business development, housing investment and measures to 
address fuel poverty along with other regional initiatives to support inclusive 
growth. The food and drink sector, which includes agriculture, fishing, and food and 
drink manufacturing, is heavily reliant on EU funding and the single market. The 
sector is vital to the Scottish economy, with an annual turnover of around 
£14.4 billion, contributing £5.3 billion in gross value added (GVA) and employing 
just over 116,000 people. It is estimated that around 8,000 people employed in the 
food and drink sector are non-UK EU nationals and up to 15,000 non-UK seasonal 
migrant workers are employed in the soft fruit and vegetable sectors for harvest in 
summer and autumn. The EU is Scotland’s most important regional market for food 
and drink exports, worth £2 billion and accounting for 39% of Scotland’s total 
overseas food and drink exports. 

39. Membership of the European Single Market is therefore central both to the health 
of our economy and our prosperity as a nation. It:

a) enables Scottish exporters to be inside the world’s largest single market and 
allows our citizens to buy goods and services from any other part of the single 
market free from import taxes or other barriers;

b) ensures that our component manufacturers can prosper in the complex supply 
chains that characterise contemporary production systems;

c) ensures a level playing field for our exporters, and protection for our consumers, 
by setting common product and trading rules (including production rules) across 
the EU that must be met before a product can be sold – rules governing weight, 
size, packaging, ingredients, labelling, shelf-life conditions, and testing and 
certification procedures;

d) means that companies engaged in selling services such as financial products 
have so-called “passporting” rights, allowing them to sell directly to consumers 
across the EU; and

e) allows people and companies – architects, engineers, students, tourists, 
haulage companies to name only a few – to move around the EU and establish 
businesses, build careers and live their lives free from discrimination.
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40. Removing Scotland (and the UK) from the European Single Market would undermine 
these and many other aspects of our lives and livelihoods that we now take for 
granted. It will:

a) reduce the ability for Scottish companies to export to the EU;

b) make Scotland a less attractive location for foreign direct investment;

c) reduce the supply of skilled labour and EU migration to Scotland impacting on 
our sustainable population levels;

d) ultimately reduce economic prosperity, wages and the funding available for 
public services; and

e) make it more difficult for Scottish people to travel, live, work and study in other 
European countries.

41. The EU is the main destination market for Scotland’s international exports, 
accounting for 42% of the total in 2014. In 2014 companies in Scotland sold 
£11.6 billion of goods and services to firms and consumers in the EU17. The Centre 
for Economic and Business Research estimates that Scotland’s exports to the EU 
ultimately support over 300,000 jobs across Scotland18. Such trade also has a 
number of wider benefits. Small and medium-sized firms who export are more 
likely to innovate and grow faster.19 Continued membership of the European Single 
Market also provides for growth opportunities for Scotland – for example Norway’s 
combined goods and services exports to the EU totalled €77.9 billion in 201420.

42. Retaining membership of the European Single Market and the EU Customs Union, as 
proposed by the Scottish Government, is essential to facilitating this trade. It 
ensures that Scottish companies selling into the EU do not face tariffs or non-tariff 
barriers on their exports as they would under WTO or bi-lateral trading 
arrangements. Such tariffs would either force companies in Scotland to raise their 
prices, thereby reducing their competitiveness, or reduce their profit margins, 
which would reduce the resources available for future investment. Ensuring that 
companies exporting from Scotland do not face tariff barriers also maintains the 
country’s attractiveness as a location for inward investor companies seeking to 
export into the EU, helping to both maintain existing jobs and attract new 
investment. It would appear that, at least implicitly, the UK Government 
acknowledges this argument, at least insofar as the reports about a “deal” being 
struck with Nissan are accurate.

43. Foreign direct investment (FDI) is an important source of investment in the Scottish 
economy. It has a direct impact on the economy through the jobs it creates. In 
addition, the new technologies, management practices and innovations which FDI 
introduces can feed through to the wider economy and in turn boost a country’s 
overall productivity and prosperity21. Remaining in the European Single Market is 

17 Export Statistics Scotland 2014
18 http://www.cebr.com/reports/british-jobs-and-the-single-market/
19 For a more detailed discussion of these issues and references please refer to “Scotland’s Trade and Investment 

Strategy: Economic Evidence” http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0048/00484659.pdf
20 http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/norway/ 
21 See Pg 3 of http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/brexit03.pdf for further analysis

http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/countries-and-regions/countries/norway/
http://cep.lse.ac.uk/pubs/download/brexit03.pdf
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critical to our continued success in this area, where we are already realising 
significant economic benefits.

44. Ernst and Young estimates that since 2006, FDI in Scotland has created 40,000 jobs. 
In 2015, Scotland attracted a record 119 FDI projects, a 51% increase on the 
previous year, compared with a 20% increase UK-wide.22 Almost 80% of such 
investors say that being within the European Single Market was an important factor 
in their decision23. That presence within the European Single Market anchors 
businesses involved in complex integrated supply chains, which are a significant 
feature of our modern economy, it provides assurances over recognition of 
standards, and access to all the benefits which flow from the four freedoms.

45. There are 1,000 EU-owned companies in Scotland employing 127,110 people24. 
There have been reports that a number of companies are re-evaluating their 
investments in the UK. For others, a “hard Brexit”, by raising the cost of trade with 
the EU, would reduce the return which could be achieved by continuing to invest in 
their Scottish operations. By retaining membership of the European Single Market, 
Scotland would continue to offer a highly attractive location for inward investors 
seeking to export to the wider EU market. While we are not suggesting Brexit will 
result in an immediate relocation of FDI in Scotland, there are genuine concerns 
that Scotland will lose out on future inward investment as companies re-orientate 
their foreign investment activities. A survey by KPMG25 has suggested that 76% of 
UK CEOs are considering relocation and the Japanese Government26 has also 
warned about the risks to FDI following Brexit.

46. Particular concerns arise with respect to the consequences of single market exit for 
Scotland’s services sector. Exports from the service sector have had increasing 
importance in terms of their share of international exports in recent years, 
accounting for 38% of all exports in 2014 compared with 24% in 2002. The service 
sector now accounts for around 34% of Scotland’s EU exports compared to 18% of 
total exports to the EU in 200227.

47. Trading in services is fundamentally different to trading in goods. Service providers 
are not generally affected by tariffs and rules of origin requirements. Instead they 
depend broadly on access to markets through:

 y rights to establish operations in foreign countries;

 y harmonisation and mutual recognition of rules, regulations and standards; and

 y consistent application and enforcement of these rules.

22 http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/2016-UK-Attractiveness-Survey/$FILE/EY-UK-Attractiveness-
Survey-2016.pdf

23 http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/2016-UK-Attractiveness-Survey/$FILE/EY-UK-Attractiveness-
Survey-2016.pdf 

24 http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/Browse/Business/Corporate/BISPDF
25 https://home.kpmg.com/uk/en/home/media/press-releases/2016/09/post-brexit-ceos-buzzing-with-confidence.html 
26 https://www.ft.com/content/98dd4eb4-729f-11e6-bf48-b372cdb1043a 
27 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00493251.pdf 

http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/2016-UK-Attractiveness-Survey/$FILE/EY-UK-Attractiveness-Survey-2016.pdf
http://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/2016-UK-Attractiveness-Survey/$FILE/EY-UK-Attractiveness-Survey-2016.pdf
https://home.kpmg.com/uk/en/home/media/press-releases/2016/09/post-brexit-ceos-buzzing-with-confidence.html
https://www.ft.com/content/98dd4eb4-729f-11e6-bf48-b372cdb1043a
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00493251.pdf
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48. Over time, the elimination of these sorts of highly complex non-tariff barriers has 
become considerably more important to trade than tariffs, and especially so for 
services28. Our increasingly important services sector is extremely vulnerable to 
the negative effects that are likely to arise if Scotland is required to exit the 
European Single Market. It is a simple fact that no trading arrangement in the world 
offers the degree of access for providers of services that is in any way comparable 
to that available to members of the European Single Market.

49. Within Scotland’s growing services sector there is little doubt that financial services 
providers are particularly vulnerable to Brexit. Presently our financial services 
providers enjoy so-called “passporting” rights whereby they are able to sell 
financial services products directly across the European Single Market because the 
UK regime of financial market regulation conforms to agreed EU standards – 
standards that the UK Government has been pivotal in setting. When the UK exits 
the EU it is probable that these “passporting” rights will be lost, with consequential 
adverse effects on Scotland’s financial services sector. Retaining membership of the 
European Single Market would ensure this problem did not arise and “passporting” 
rights would be retained, opening up potential new business for Scottish 
companies.

50. As noted earlier, the European Single Market is not yet complete. As work continues 
to eliminate the remaining technical barriers to trade, very significant economic 
opportunities will open up in the years ahead. For example, digital technologies are 
transforming the European Single Market from manufacturing processes and 
automation to the way in which we make, purchase and consume creative content 
and other services like transport and accommodation. The EU is currently taking 
steps to ensure that the benefits of these exciting new developments are available 
to businesses and consumers across the European Single Market through the Digital 
Single Market Strategy. The Commission estimates that a fully functioning single 
market in digital services could add €415 billion to the EU economy29. Additional 
growth would result from increased trade in cross-border services in a huge range 
of sectors, from cloud computing to engineering and accounting. Similarly, it is 
estimated that full implementation of the Services Directive could add a further 
1.8% to EU GDP30. It is vital that Scotland does not miss out on these significant 
future opportunities which will lead to new trade, new investment and new 
employment.

51. Exiting the European Single Market will also jeopardise Scotland’s research and 
innovation activities. Innovation is a fundamental driver of long-term 
competitiveness and sustainable and inclusive growth. It encompasses the 
development of new processes, products, services, workforce design and business 
models. More innovative economies are also likely to have the capacity to be 
resilient to changing economic conditions and have greater ability to succeed in 
international markets.

28 See for example IFS “The European Single Market” https://www.ifs.org.uk/publications/8411
29 http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-single-market-strategy/ 
30 http://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/services/economic-analysis_en 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/digital-single-market-strategy/
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/services/economic-analysis_en
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52. Scotland’s universities lie at the heart of Scotland’s innovation system. Research 
and development (R&D) by higher education institutes in Scotland stood at almost 
£1.1 billion in 2014, representing one of the highest levels of R&D intensity in the 
Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)31. Strong 
relationships with other EU countries, including the free movement of world-class 
researchers, is a central part of this research and innovation system.

53. Over a quarter of all research staff at Scottish universities are from the EU32. The 
ability for researchers to collaborate with and work at Scottish institutions is 
integral both to the development of new ideas and to the dissemination of 
innovations. By facilitating the free movement of people, Scotland’s continued 
membership of the European Single Market within the EEA would ensure that 
universities faced no impediment to continuing to recruit and retain the strongest 
researchers from across Europe. In addition, EU students add to the diversity of our 
communities, enrich the learning experience and contribute to our economic 
prosperity. We are concerned about the level of uncertainty for current and future 
EU students created by the decision to leave the EU, particularly over issues such 
as tuition fees.

54. More broadly, membership of the EEA would allow Scottish institutions to continue 
to participate in the Erasmus programme and other exchange schemes. By 
providing opportunities for Scottish students to study at other institutions, and vice 
versa, such programmes facilitate the dissemination of knowledge and allow 
Scottish students and institutions to establish links with counterparts across 
Europe.

55. It is essential to recognise that the free movement of services that Scotland 
presently benefits from within the European Single Market is in many senses 
inseparable from the free movement of people. Many services exported from 
Scotland, including the diverse range of professional services that represent an 
increasing share of our total exports, are dependent on the ability of service 
providers – such as architects, lawyers, accountants, artists and academics – to 
move within the European Single Market and provide their service free from any 
discrimination on the basis of nationality. This is simply one example of the 
benefits of free movement of persons, and one reason why the Scottish 
Government cannot support a UK Government policy that will bring this to an end.

56. It is clear that exiting the European Single Market and the EU Customs Union would 
have a significant and highly adverse impact on our economy and economic 
prospects. These effects are likely to be felt over both the short term, as the costs 
of accessing the European Single Market increase, and the long term, as 
consequences for reduced domestic and foreign investment in the economy, and 
hence jobs and growth, become clear.

31 http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00498541.pdf
32 HESA staff returns 2014-15.
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57. If Scotland were to be excluded from the European Single Market, the sectoral 
effects of Brexit will be significant. Although the severity of exclusion for each 
sector will depend on a host of factors, including the transitional arrangements 
agreed upon as the UK exits the EU and the “new relationship” that will supersede 
EU membership, no economic sector is likely to be immune from this shock and the 
complexities it would bring. Moreover it is highly unlikely the adverse investment, 
employment and growth effects that will occur if Scotland exits the European 
Single Market will be offset by new trading opportunities elsewhere in the world.

58. Therefore, while the costs of Brexit to Scotland’s economy cannot be avoided in 
their entirety, there can be little doubt these costs will be mitigated as long as the 
UK, and Scotland, remains within the European Single Market and the EU customs 
union.

Free movement of people: Scotland’s workforce

59. Scotland’s economy is driven by people and by the quality of our workforce. There 
are currently around 181,000 non-UK EU citizens living in Scotland, bringing new 
skills and expertise and in turn, helping to underpin future productivity growth33. 
According to a HMRC report, in 2013-14, recent EEA migrants made a positive 
contribution to UK public finances of over £2.5 billion34.

60. A wide range of companies have been consistent and clear that it is not simply the 
free movement of goods and services around the EU which is vital to their 
business, but that the availability of labour from an EU-wide pool is absolutely 
essential. Skilled and unskilled labour are both important and fulfil diverse needs 
across our economy.

61. This need is evident right across the economy, from fish processing to cutting-edge 
research. In recent evidence to the Scottish Parliament’s Economy, Jobs and Fair 
Work Committee, James Porter from Angus Soft Fruits Ltd. stated that, if he was 
not able to recruit from other EU countries, the company “…could scale right back 
and try to match production to the available labour or we could move production 
abroad.” Both of these outcomes would be damaging to the local economy. He also 
noted that, “…the business has grown by 150% in the past 10 years.” Of course, the 
agriculture and food processing industries may face increased tariffs on their goods 
(for instance, the average tariff on Norwegian fish products entering the European 
Single Market is 5%35) and we will do all we can in future negotiations and policy 
choices to mitigate those possible impacts.

33 Annual Population Survey 2015
34 HM Revenue and Customs (2016) Statistics on recently arrived non-UK EEA nationals subject to income tax and 

National Insurance contributions or receiving HMRC administered benefits, May 2016. https://www.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522811/HMRC-Ad_Hoc_Stats_Release-EEA_Nationals_net_
contribution_2013-2014.pdf.

35 http://www.fao.org/3/a-a0431e.pdf 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522811/HMRC-Ad_Hoc_Stats_Release-EEA_Nationals_net_contribution_2013-2014.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522811/HMRC-Ad_Hoc_Stats_Release-EEA_Nationals_net_contribution_2013-2014.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/522811/HMRC-Ad_Hoc_Stats_Release-EEA_Nationals_net_contribution_2013-2014.pdf
http://www.fao.org/3/a-a0431e.pdf
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62. The figures below illustrate the number of EU nationals employed in key industries 
in Scotland:

Chart 1 – Number of Non-UK EU Nationals in employment by Industry in Scotland in 201536

63. Our remote and rural communities depend on workers from the EU in a range of 
sectors, with tourism providing more than 200,000 jobs in total37 and 21,000 of 
these held by non-UK EU nationals. Around 8,000 people employed in the food and 
drink growth sector, particularly the fish and meat processing sectors38, are non-UK 
EU nationals and up to 15,000 non-UK seasonal migrant workers are employed in 
the soft fruit and vegetable sectors for harvest in summer and autumn39.

64. Free movement of people is also vital for essential public services. Approximately 
3% of health and social care staff in Scotland are from other EU countries40. More 
broadly, figures from the General Medical Council show that there are 6% of doctors 
working in the UK whose primary qualification is from another EU or EEA 
country41.

36 Source : Annual Populations Survey, 2015: Information is not shown for Agriculture and Fishing, Energy and Water as 
these do not meet reliability criterion.

37 https://beta.gov.scot/policies/tourism-and-events/
38 The food and drink growth sector comprises agriculture, fishing, aquaculture, food and drink manufacturing.
39 The number of non-UK EU Nationals employed in the food and drink growth sector is estimated from the Annual 

Population Survey 2015, ONS. As the Annual Population Survey is based on a survey of private households in the 
UK, seasonal workers are unlikely to be captured. The industry sector of employment is self-reported in this source. 
Non-UK seasonal migrant workers are estimated from the Annual Census of Scottish Agriculture, a separate SG 
statistical source. 

40 Annual Population Survey, ONS, 2015 
41 Evidence to the European and External Relations Committee, General Medical Council, August 2016,  

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_European/General%20Documents/General_Medical_Council.pdf.

http://www.parliament.scot/S5_European/General%20Documents/General_Medical_Council.pdf
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65. In the UK as a whole, the growth in the population has been driven in equal 
measure by those born in the UK, EU and non-EU countries. By contrast, in 
Scotland, the population growth has been driven more strongly by EU net 
migration, with 50% of the net population growth accounted for by EU-born 
individuals. This is a higher proportion than in the UK as a whole, where those born 
in the EU accounted for only a third (32%) of the net increase over this period42.

66. National Records of Scotland (NRS) published new population projections for 
Scotland to 2039, based on varying potential levels of European Union migration. 
These projections were commissioned and created for illustrative purposes only. 
Scotland’s population is projected to increase by 7% between 2014 and 2039. 
However, in a situation where EU migration to Scotland falls to half of current 
levels, population is projected to rise by 5% over the same period. If there is no EU 
migration, the projected population growth is only 3%. In the scenario with no EU 
migration, the number of people aged 16-64 in Scotland is projected to fall by 9% 
between 2014 and 2039 compared to a rise of 53% in those aged 65 and over – 
indicating a likely significant reduction in the size of the workforce and likely 
increase in the dependency ratio.

67. Over the next 10 years, 90% of our population growth is projected to come from 
migration. Any move which limits migration43, whether from within or beyond the 
EU, has the potential to seriously harm Scotland’s economy44.

68. As an economy we need the inward flow of people not just to support the growth 
of our businesses and services, but to provide diversity and vibrancy to our 
communities. These benefits are mutual. Over the years many Scottish and UK 
employees have enjoyed the opportunity to work in other EU countries, develop 
skills and often bring back much needed expertise and ideas. 

69. Local government in Scotland has a significant stake in future options. Local 
government delivers a whole range of policies with a European dimension. Social 
and environmental protection, health and consumer protection, working time 
directives, the transfer of undertakings, procurement and state aid, transport 
policies, and rural and maritime policies are among areas connected to the EU. 
Local Government has also benefited from funding and networking in support of 
economic and social regeneration. There are several studies of local economies, 
such as that a partnership in theCity of Glasgow Council45, which demonstrate the 
scale of this impact.

42 EU nationals living in Scotland, SPICE Information Centre based on ONS data
43 Population Projections Scotland (2014-based) (published October 2015). National Records of Scotland. https://www.

nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-by-theme/population/population-projections/population-
projections-scotland/2014-based

44 Figure from national population projections published in October 2015. The population is projected to grow by 
167,000 from 2014-2024. Of this increase 150,000 (90%) is projected to come from net migration. The other 17,000 
(10%) is projected to come from natural change (births minus deaths).

45 http://www.glasgow.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=35550&p=0 

https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-by-theme/population/population-projections/population-projections-scotland/2014-based
https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-by-theme/population/population-projections/population-projections-scotland/2014-based
https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-by-theme/population/population-projections/population-projections-scotland/2014-based
http://www.glasgow.gov.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=35550&p=0
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Beyond the marketplace: social inclusion, societal challenges and the European 
Single Market
70. As we noted at the beginning of this chapter, the European Single Market is more 

than a purely economic arrangement. In addition to the considerable economic 
benefits we derive from membership, it has also become a framework that is 
capable of protecting and advancing individual and collective rights, as well as a 
range of broader societal interests. European Single Market legislation embraces 
and promotes a wide range of measures that protect, and advance, the rights and 
interests of workers. These include employment rights, social protection, equality 
rights, social inclusion and disability rights. Moreover, as consumers we have 
benefited from EU rules and as a society we have achieved a high level of 
environmental protection and measures to combat climate change. This owes much 
to the EU legislative framework and the EU’s international standing.

71. There are understandable and real concerns that Brexit will place at risk a number 
of these protections and achievements which represent a “floor” or “baseline” 
beneath which national rules cannot fall (this does not prevent any Member State 
aspiring to higher levels of social protection). The Scottish Government is 
determined this cannot be permitted to happen. Brexit must not be an opportunity 
for any regression in the advances in social protection that have been secured 
through EU legislation. These rights are most easily protected, and the principle of 
“no regression” upheld, by Scotland remaining within the European Single Market. 
That is yet another key reason the Scottish Government places such a high 
premium on continued membership of the European Single Market.

72. However, as we make clear later in this paper, if that proves not to be possible and 
Scotland finds it is no longer a member of the European Single Market, then it is 
imperative that the necessary powers to protect the rights our workers and citizens 
presently enjoy are devolved to the Scottish Parliament. That will ensure it is the 
people of Scotland who will determine the social protection and social inclusion 
framework within which they work and live.

73. There are legitimate concerns that if Scotland is outside the European Single Market 
and its legislative framework there will be less pressure on the UK Government to 
maintain the high standards of protection we enjoy under European Single Market 
rules. The body of European Single Market law which has developed in these policy 
areas, constituting some of the rights and protections we value highly, ensures a 
level playing field in which participating countries meet the same fundamental 
standards. In other words, it prevents members of the European Single Market 
engaging in a “race to the bottom” in the rights and interests afforded to us as 
workers, consumers and as members of society.

74. That is why the Scottish Government is determined to secure the further devolution 
of the powers necessary to protect these interests and continue to promote social 
protection and social inclusion under any post-Brexit scenario. However, we would 
wish to do so as a member of the European Single Market – this is a well-
established framework for mutual co-operation and collaboration which has a 
proven record in delivering the benefits of collective action.
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75. While safeguarding the rights and interests of workers and citizens, and protecting 
the environment, is central to our case for continued membership of the European 
Single Market, we cannot ignore the wider ramifications of bringing to an end the 
ability of EU citizens to freely work and live in Scotland, and of our citizens to 
freely work and live in other countries that are members of the European Single 
Market.

76. As members of the European Single Market we have rights to travel and work in 
any of the 30 other countries that make up the European Single Market, just as 
workers from these countries can settle in Scotland and contribute to our economy 
and society. The current arrangements facilitate free movement across the Single 
Market for all EU and EEA citizens with an initial right of residence in a host State 
for up to three months. Beyond then an individual, and their family members, have 
rights to reside if they are a worker, self-employed, economically self-sufficient (for 
example, retirees), a student with sufficient resources to support themselves46, or a 
jobseeker who has a genuine chance of gaining employment.

77. Our citizens who currently work abroad, and those who may wish to in the future, 
benefit from rules on social security co-ordination, formed around the principle of 
equal treatment or non-discrimination within the EU and the EFTA states (Iceland, 
Lichtenstein, Norway and Switzerland). Nationals of States which are part of the 
European Single Market, and their families, are protected by three core principles 
– preventing double coverage, guaranteeing equality of access to migrants and 
nationals, and ensuring that previous periods of insurance, work or residence in 
other countries within the European Single Market are taken into account.

78. They also benefit from a system of reciprocity across the EU Member States in 
relation to private law (including commercial law, family and procedural matters in 
relation to litigation). There can be no doubt that the life each individual in our 
country is enriched by the cultural diversity and vibrancy that people from other 
EU countries bring to our neighbourhoods, our sporting teams, to the arts and our 
cultural life, and to our workplaces.

79. A key feature of free movement of goods and services has been the prohibition of 
discrimination and unfair treatment, so that no customer can be treated less 
favourably because of their race or gender. EU law also protects against 
discrimination on the basis of racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, 
age and sexual orientation. EU legislation in the field of Consumer Protection is 
extensive, ensuring that the provision of goods and services to the consumer meets 
a minimum standard.

80. EU law provides a far-reaching suite of protections and standards in relation to the 
environment, whether that is how we control pollution of our air, water and land or 
how we promote and protect our biodiversity in all its forms. Some of these areas 
are closely aligned to the European Single Market, for example legislation in the 
field of resource efficiency and waste management cannot be disentangled from 
the design, production, sale and use of products which are traded.

46 But there are also rights to equal treatment in to the context of financial support for studies.
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81. As a single market with free movement of people a core freedom, the EU has 
driven forward minimum standards for all on a wide range of work place 
protections, from safety at work to ensuring equal pay for men and women.

82. The examples illustrated here describe only a small number of the protections 
guaranteed under EU law. This concern about social protections goes to the heart of 
our values as a nation. Our relationship with the EU, and in particular with the 
European Single Market in all its manifestations, is about more than the impact on 
our economy and our society. It is ultimately about the country we want to be, 
standing by our neighbours and benefiting from the collective approach to a range 
of global challenges.

83. We want to continue to be a vibrant, diverse country that faces outwards and is a 
confident and responsible global citizen. That means welcoming the free movement 
of people because it reflects the welcoming place we want to be – and we want our 
own citizens to experience in return. We want to continue to implement progressive 
social policies and environmental measures and play our part to make the world a 
safer, fairer and cleaner place, bringing to bear our world-class expertise on, for 
example, marine energy, fair work, fisheries management or climate change. The 
foundation stone for this rich and productive future relationship with the EU needs 
to be membership of the European Single Market.

84. For all the reasons set out in this chapter we strongly believe that in the current 
circumstances the UK Government should argue energetically for the UK as a whole 
to remain a full member of the European Single Market in all its aspects.

Single Market Membership and policy Cconvergence
85. Assuming Scotland remains inside the European Single Market, it will fall to the 

Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Government to ensure our domestic laws and 
regulations comply with the obligations of membership. This is reflected in the EEA 
Agreement to which, directly or indirectly, Scotland would seek to become a 
contracting party, and is addressed later in this paper. Of course, none of these 
obligations are new. As a member of the EU we are currently fully compliant with 
the rules which would apply if we remained within the single market under the EEA 
Agreement.

86. However, in addition to the policies we would be required to retain – and to which 
we are presently subject in any event – the EEA Agreement would also provide the 
strongest foundation for Scotland to continue to co-operate with our EU partners 
across a range of activities outside the strict scope of the European Single Market 
that are of vital interest to Scotland. These are areas in which Scotland already is a 
fully participating partner, and from which we derive considerable benefits.

87. It is not our intention here to set out an exhaustive list of these policy areas; rather 
we provide illustrations of the broad range of policy and operational interests at 
stake. Once again we would emphasise that our preference, in all the examples we 
explore here, would be for the UK as a whole to remain a participant in these policy 
areas. If that proves not to be possible, Scotland must have the opportunity to 
continue to participate directly in these policy areas through membership of the EEA.
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88. Energy and climate policy has domestic, regional and global implications and 
connections. The EU’s legislative reach, market influence and climate diplomacy are 
extensive. The EU has led international efforts to secure a global, legally-binding 
agreement to address climate change, and was instrumental in two decades’ worth 
of complex negotiations with other major economies such as the US, China and 
India, to deliver the landmark Paris Agreement in 2015. Through the UK’s 
membership, Scotland has benefited from being a direct part of the EU’s 
considerable diplomatic clout in the climate negotiations, projecting our domestic 
climate leadership internationally, through collective effort with our EU partners 
– an influence that would diminish outside the EU. At home, the EU’s climate and 
energy objectives are also increasingly important in UK and Scottish efforts to 
address the energy and climate goals of ensuring secure, affordable and de-
carbonised energy supplies while also ensuring that those energy supplies continue 
to drive competitiveness and economic growth. Companies developing clean, 
innovative technologies have been supported by crucial EU funding to explore 
ocean energy, alternative fuels, energy storage and smart grid technology.

89. Examples of recent EU awards to Scottish marine projects (not yet drawn down) 
include €37.4 million of NER 300 funding for MeyGen phase 1B and Sound of Islay; 
€10 million of Horizon 2020 funding for Scotrenewables Tidal Power; and €3.9 million 
to support tidal energy testing and demonstration in waters around Orkney. The 
European Investment Bank (EIB) has also agreed to provide £525 million to support 
the construction of the Beatrice windfarm. This is the single largest support ever for 
investment in an offshore wind project by the EIB. Scotland needs to continue to 
benefit from EU programmes, co-operative projects, and access to the preferential 
lending of the EIB, but also has huge expertise we want to continue to offer.

90. Maintaining access to the internal energy market is also a priority for energy 
stakeholders in Scotland, as it is across the UK47. The internal market is vital to 
delivering low cost, affordable energy, and to driving de-carbonisation and 
investment in renewables. EU legally-binding renewable energy and energy 
efficiency targets have driven the huge growth in renewable energy in Scotland, 
giving certainty for investors and making a significant contribution to achieving our 
climate change targets. Internal market rules ensure fair access for suppliers, set a 
framework for interconnection, and protect consumers. This contributes to lower 
energy costs, greater security of supply, and the competitiveness of our business 
and the Scottish economy.

91. It will be important to ensure continuing participation in law enforcement, criminal 
law and civil law measures. For example, we believe Europol and Eurojust help to 
keep people safe and secure by allowing rapid information-sharing and effective 
co-operation between police and prosecutors in the prevention, investigation and 
prosecution of crime. These are vital in tackling serious, organised cross-border 
crime and the damaging impact it has on Scotland’s communities and the wider 
economy. The European Arrest Warrant speeds up cases and ensures criminals can 
be brought to justice, by allowing a rapid and straightforward system of surrender 

47 As evidenced in the House of Commons Energy & Climate Change Committee report of October 2015, which argued 
that the UK should “avoid a rushed decision on the Internal Energy Market. Participation is highly valued by UK 
stakeholders, and it is important to ensure that the energy sector has a voice in future changes to rules and regulations 
that may affect it after the UK has formally left the EU” http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/
cmselect/cmenergy/705/70502.htm?utm_source=705&utm_medium=fullbullet&utm_campaign=modulereports

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmenergy/705/70502.htm?utm_source=705&utm_medium=fullbullet&utm_campaign=modulereports
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201617/cmselect/cmenergy/705/70502.htm?utm_source=705&utm_medium=fullbullet&utm_campaign=modulereports
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between judicial authorities within the EU. Important bodies, such as the European 
Judicial Network (criminal and civil), which are often used more extensively by 
Scotland than the rest of the UK, provide effective and comparatively low-cost 
ways of facilitating mutual legal assistance across Europe.

92. Access to EU funding – particularly the framework programme Horizon 2020 – 
is important for our universities. Scotland has a highly esteemed world-class 
university sector, with five universities in the global top 200 of the Times Higher 
Education (THE) World University Rankings in 2016-17. This is more per head of 
population than any other country except Luxembourg48. Since 2014, almost 
€296 million of funding has been secured by Scottish organisations from Horizon 
202049. In 2014-15 alone, Scottish universities secured £94 million from various EU 
sources (including EU governments, charities, business and other sources), 
representing 9.4% of their total research income50. As important will be the world-
leading, multi-disciplinary, cross-border collaborations made possible by this 
funding. We have a strong international reputation for constructive partnership on 
research and development and are determined to ensure that continues to be the 
case.

93. Scotland has a moral and legal obligation to protect our country’s magnificent 
natural resources and we remain committed to maintaining, protecting and 
enhancing our environment. The environment has been an important EU 
competence, that has allowed Scotland to achieve high levels of pollution control 
and environmental quality in Scotland and help influence the development of those 
standards across Europe. A single trading market allows the imposition of high 
standards across a wide area, allowing better environmental outcomes that benefit 
society as a whole by removing the pressure to compete in tradable sectors by 
lowering standards. Although some aspects of EU environmental legislation, such as 
the Bathing Water and Birds and Habitats Directives, are not included in the EEA 
agreement, membership of the EEA would require on-going compliance with many 
existing EU environmental protections. Maintaining, protecting and enhancing 
Scotland’s environment will be best achieved through on-going co-operation at the 
European and International levels, and ensuring that future trading arrangements 
recognise the mutual gain to nations and their citizens from requiring high 
environmental standards.

94. Continued partnership on migration policy, beyond the freedom of movement 
afforded by the four freedoms, would build on the strong foundations already 
developed through the Scottish Government’s approach to the refugee crisis, in 
partnership with other European nations. We think that it is important that the UK 
and Scotland fulfil their role as good global citizens in line with international 
obligations, to engage with international partners in offering asylum to those in need.

48 World University Rankings 2016-17 (2016). Times Higher Education. https://www.timeshighereducation.com/world-
university-rankings/2016/world-ranking#!/page/0/length/25/sort_by/rank/sort_order/asc.

49 EU Research Projects under Horizon 2020 (2016). European Union Open Data Portal. https://data.europa.eu/euodp/
en/data/dataset/cordisH2020projects.

50 HE Finance Plus 2014-15 (2016). Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA). https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-
analysis/publications/financeplus-2014-15; Research Excellence Grant – Indicative Research Allocations (2015). 
Scottish Funding Council. http://www.sfc.ac.uk/communications/Announcements/2015/SFCAN062015.aspx

https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/cordisH2020projects
https://data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data/dataset/cordisH2020projects
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/publications/financeplus-2014-15
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/publications/financeplus-2014-15
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/communications/Announcements/2015/SFCAN062015.aspx
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CHAPTER THREE:
PROTECTING SCOTLAND’S 
INTERESTS
95. In this chapter we set out our strategy for protecting Scotland’s interests, as defined 

by the five tests in Chapter One. Primarily, we are seeking to influence the UK 
Government to maintain membership of the European Single Market for the UK as a 
whole. If the UK chooses not to take this path we also set out how Scotland could 
maintain membership while the remainder of the UK leaves. We demonstrate that 
such a differentiated solution is based on a broad range of other practice from 
across the EU and we provide options to address the practicalities, including 
demonstrating how an invisible border for people and goods can be maintained 
between Scotland and the remainder of the UK.

96. We have shown that Scotland’s future membership of the European Single Market, 
and key areas of co-operation with our European partners, are critical for our 
economy and to being the kind of outward-facing country we want Scotland to 
remain. This chapter sets out how we could – within the UK – best mitigate the risks 
that Brexit poses to Scotland’s interests. These are the options we will submit for 
further discussion with the UK Government through the formal Joint Ministerial 
Committee framework. This chapter considers:

a) keeping the UK in the European Single Market and the Customs Union; and

b) differentiated solutions for Scotland.

Chapter Four considers the additional powers that will be necessary to implement 
the differentiated solutions set out for Scotland and to protect our relationship with 
the EU.

Keeping the UK in the European Single Market
97. The Scottish Government believes that the UK’s continued membership of the 

European Single Market – through the EEA Agreement – and the EU Customs Union 
is both feasible and desirable. There is no basis whatsoever for the assumption that 
all of those who voted to leave the EU also wanted to exit the European Single 
Market. Indeed, it is arguable that quite the opposite was the case – that there is 
simply no majority support for taking the UK out of the European Single Market or 
EU Customs Union. Membership of the EU and the European Single Market are, 
after all, quite distinct propositions.

98. Membership of the European Single Market and EU Customs Union is at one end of 
a spectrum of options for the future relationship between the UK and the EU. The 
opposite end of this spectrum is for the UK to leave the European Single Market 
and the EU Customs Union altogether and develop new trading relationships with 
countries around the world on the basis of WTO rules. We believe the closer the UK 
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Government’s position moves towards the WTO position the more significant the 
damage will be to the UK and Scottish economy and society.

99. We are advocating that the UK should remain a full member of the European 
Economic Area (EEA). This would likely mean the UK joining EFTA in the first 
instance and, thereafter, retaining – or renewing – its membership of the EEA 
Agreement or by direct association to the EEA.

100. Although the EFTA members of the European Single Market are required to comply 
with all European Single Market and related legislation, compliance is managed 
through the EFTA structures under the EEA Agreement. This could enable the UK 
Government to address one of the principal red lines set out by the Prime Minister 
– that the UK Government should not be subject directly to the authority of the 
Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU).

101. Another apparent red line for the UK Government is control of the border. We 
accept that freedom of movement of people is a strict condition of the European 
Single Market. However, there are ongoing discussions within the EU about how 
this principle is implemented in the face of current challenges which may lead to 
changes in its practical operation. Nonetheless, we believe that the only way to 
tackle these challenges effectively is through continued collaboration with our EU 
partners.

102. Membership of the EEA would also entail financial commitments from the UK. 
There are two kinds of EU expenditure that the EEA EFTA States contribute to – 
operational and administrative. The EU operational expenditure is the total EU 
programme budget less the administrative expenditure. A proportionality factor 
based on the relative size of the gross domestic product (GDP) figures of the EEA 
EFTA States, compared to the total GDP of the EEA, is calculated every year. The 
annual EEA EFTA financial contribution to operational costs is reached by 
multiplying the proportionality factor with the amount of the relevant EU budget 
line.

103. Exactly what the UK would contribute if it opted for EEA membership would depend 
on negotiation over its contributions to poorer areas of the EU, which EU 
programmes it decided to participate in, and its success in securing funding from 
those programmes. However, if it contributed and received back the same proportion 
of national income as Norway, the UK’s net contribution would be around £52 per 
person (£3.3 billion in aggregate) per year compared to a net contribution to the EU 
budget of £121 per person per year if we remain part of the EU51.

104. Our firm view is that, alongside remaining in the European Single Market, the UK 
should remain within the EU Customs Union. This would reduce to a degree the 
disruption of years of negotiating new FTAs, with no evidence that the eventual 
outcome will be better. If remaining in the EU Customs Union proves unacceptable 
to the UK Government and it is intent on pursuing its own international trade 
policy, this should not rule out remaining in the European Single Market. Retaining 
UK membership of the European Single Market as a non-member state under the 

51 See p14 https://www.ifs.org.uk/uploads/publications/comms/r116.pdf
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terms of the EEA would not require the UK to remain within the EU Customs Union: 
Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein are members of the Single Market but are not in 
the EU Customs Union.

105. In summary, we believe the UK should remain members of the European Single 
Market and the EU Customs Union, and retain the benefits of co-operative policies 
with our European partners. We believe this is consistent with the referendum 
result, that it is strongly in the interests of all parts of the UK and that it provides a 
strong basis for negotiation. In pursuing this option, we want the UK Government to 
include these requirements in the Article 50 letter and in its negotiations 
surrounding its future framework with the EU:

a) a firm intention for the UK as a whole to participate fully as a continuing 
member of the European Single Market and Customs Union;

b) an explicit intention to co-operate with our EU partners across the range of 
activities and policies that benefit both Scotland and the wider UK (as articulated 
in Chapter Two of this paper); and

c) a clear transition plan.

Differentiated solutions for Scotland

Context
106. Despite the overwhelming case for continuing European Single Market membership 

through the EEA, we are not confident the UK Government will accept this 
proposition. In particular, the focus on having no external arbitration and no control 
over free movement of people in statements by the Prime Minister52 make any 
compromise in this direction seem unlikely.

107. In the event that the UK Government does not pursue the option of retaining 
membership of the EEA, the Scottish Government is committed to exploring with 
the UK Government, in the first instance, the mechanisms whereby Scotland can 
remain within the EEA and the European Single Market even if the rest of the UK 
chooses to leave. This is essential if we are to ensure Scotland can continue to 
realise the substantial economic and social benefits from membership of the 
European Single Market and the “four freedoms” that lie at its core. However, as we 
set out later, we also consider that the proposal we put forward in this chapter 
could have benefits, not just for Scotland, but for the UK as a whole and for our 
European partners.

108. It is important to recognise at the outset that there is already a range of 
differentiated arrangements within the EU and single market framework, reflecting 
a willingness on the part of the EU and its member states, throughout its history, to 
be flexible. For example, Denmark is a member state, but parts of its territory – 
Greenland and the Faroe Islands – are currently outside the EU and the EEA. Indeed, 
that situation may become even more asymmetrical in future if the Faroe Islands 
becomes a member of EFTA, as it is currently considering. The Faroe Islands has 
asked the Danish Government to support it’s application.

52 http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/politics/theresa-may-hard-brexit-soft-article-free-movement-deal-single-
market-access-a7341886.html
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109. The Channel Islands are not in the EU but, by virtue of Protocol 3 of the UK 
Accession Treaty, are in the Customs Union and, for the purposes of trade in goods, 
are essentially in the European Single Market. Liechtenstein and Switzerland are in 
a customs unions with each other, even though the former is part of the EEA while 
the latter is not. A differentiated solution for Scotland would vary in detail to these 
and the other examples that exist, but the principle would be the same.

110. It should also be borne in mind that the situation the UK has created is an 
unprecedented situation, including for the EU. Beyond the text of Article 50 there 
are no set rules for what happens now. There will require to be imagination and 
flexibility on both sides of the negotiation. Indeed, we already know that there will 
be a requirement for flexibility in the UK Government’s approach to negotiating 
Brexit. We know that geographical flexibility will be required in relation to 
Northern Ireland and Gibraltar; and the Mayor of London has indicated that he may 
seek special arrangements for London, particularly in relation to immigration.

111. In addition, the UK Government has indicated that it may seek different solutions 
for different sectors of the economy and has anticipated that by its actions in 
reported assurances, albeit confidential, to Nissan53. Therefore, in putting forward 
the proposals in this chapter, we are not asking for unique treatment for Scotland 
but merely requesting that the UK government shows a willingness to take a 
flexible approach in relation to Scotland in the way it is already committed to doing 
for other geographies and sectors.

112. The principle of differentiation is also inherent in the logic and process of 
devolution and indeed in the establishment of the Union itself. The Act of Union, in 
preserving the distinctive institutions underpinning the law, the Church and 
education in Scotland accepted that principle and made it a foundation stone of the 
United Kingdom. More recently, devolution has allowed policies to diverge across 
the UK in order to reflect the democratically expressed preferences of the different 
nations of the UK.

113. It is therefore clear that the proposals for differentiation in this paper can be seen, 
not just as a further step in the ongoing constitutional reform process that began in 
1999 with the re-establishment of the Scottish Parliament, but also as going with 
the grain of the underpinning constitutional traditions of the UK. These proposals 
would allow Scotland to retain full participation in the European Single Market and 
merely confirm rights that already exist. Moreover, there are numerous examples 
of this sort of differentiation elsewhere across the EEA.

114. As we set out in more detail later in this chapter, nothing in this proposal prioritises 
the European Single Market over free movement and free trade within the UK nor 
places such free movement and free trade on any different footing from presently 
undertaken. Our proposal would secure for Scotland the benefits of the European 
single market in addition to – not instead of – free trade across the UK.

53 https://www.theguardian.com/business/2016/nov/23/nissan-in-uk-treasury-refuses-to-tell-obr-if-cost-attached
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115. Indeed, on a visit to Ireland in September the Secretary of State for Exiting the 
European Union, David Davis, said he was determined to “deepen and strengthen”54 
the trading relationship between Ireland and the UK after Brexit. Mr Davis said: 
“Ireland will not have to choose between having a strong commitment to the EU or 
to the UK – it can and should have both.” It follows that Scotland should also not 
have to choose. However, as is set out in Chapter Two, leaving the EU and European 
Single Market will badly damage the UK economy. Therefore, although trade within 
the UK is important, diversifying Scotland’s export opportunities will also be 
essential to protect Scotland’s economy after Brexit.

116. A final and important point to note is that whatever the outcome of Brexit, the way 
in which goods and services are traded between the UK and other countries will 
change. As we note above, our preferred option is for Scotland to remain in the EU 
– for all the reasons we have set out above, but also to avoid the upheaval and 
complexity we will inevitably face. People and businesses in Scotland, and across 
the UK, will face different ways of trading with other countries and this will 
necessarily involve administrative changes and burdens. It could be argued that our 
proposal is complex and will be difficult to implement – however, the same will be 
true for any proposal from the UK Government which does not involve the UK’s 
continuing membership of the European Single Market. The proposal we put 
forward is practical, reasonable and is the least bad option for protecting Scotland’s 
interests in a situation that the majority of the people of Scotland did not vote for.

Our proposal
117. What we propose in this chapter is an integrated solution for Scotland which 

ensures continued membership of the European Single Market, and collaboration 
with EU partners on key aspects of policy and participation in EU programmes such 
as Horizon 2020. This has been described by some as the “Norway option”, but 
properly encompasses all of the EFTA countries which are also party to the EEA 
Agreement, including Iceland and Liechtenstein. Beyond the common aspects of 
these relationships (which relate to the implementation of the European Single 
Market), Scotland would also seek the opportunity to collaborate in a wider range 
of policy areas such as energy and justice, which would add to our ability to work 
with European partners beyond a relationship based solely on free trade. Other 
differentiated options would also be open to Scotland instead of, or in addition to, 
the one discussed in this chapter, whereby Scotland could seek to remain part of 
particular EU policies and initiatives (i.e,.Horizon 2020, Erasmus, Europol). 
Accordingly, in Chapter Four, we discuss the additional powers that would enable 
the Scottish Parliament to pursue any such options.

118. Two similar options for Scotland that came to prominence soon after the Brexit 
vote were the “reverse Greenland” proposal and the so-called “Dalriada” model. 
Although we remain open to considering these and other options – and believe that 
they have merits as well as significant challenges – we do not consider them in any 
detail here as we regard them as unlikely to attract the support of the UK 
Government as both would require the UK formally to remain a Member State of 
the EU, something that the UK Government has indicated it will not do.

54 https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/strengthening-uk-ireland-relations-ahead-of-eu-exit-negotiations

https://www.gov.uk/government/speeches/strengthening-uk-ireland-relations-ahead-of-eu-exit-negotiations
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119. The option we consider here does not require the UK to remain in the EU. In this 
section of the paper we consider the option of Scotland remaining part of the 
European Economic Area – in other words, Scotland would continue to participate 
in the European Single Market and uphold the “four freedoms” as part of its law. It 
is important to stress that this option does not require concessions either from the 
UK Government or the governments of the EEA Member States to permit Scotland 
to join the single market. Rather it requires agreement that Scotland should not be 
required to leave that market against the clear democratic wishes of a majority of 
our, and the EU’s, citizens.

120. While the so called “Norway option” is perhaps the most obvious example of how 
this kind of relationship could be achieved – by Scotland becoming a full or 
associate member of EFTA and thereafter becoming party to the EFTA EEA 
Agreement – there are variants on this model. One such example would be for 
Scotland, through the UK, to enter a direct association with the EEA. Scotland could 
also seek associate membership of EFTA and subsequently to become party to the 
EEA Agreement. The associate member option would share many characteristics 
with the arrangements agreed for Finland to become an associate member of EFTA 
in 1961.

121. Notwithstanding the variations available, the principle of a differentiated 
relationship for Scotland remains the same – continued membership of the EEA and 
European Single Market for Scotland. We consider that the UK Government – with 
the appropriate input and assistance from the Scottish Government – should seek 
to achieve this outcome for Scotland as part of its negotiations with the EU and 
should make clear its intention to do so when it triggers Article 50.

122. We recognise, of course, that developing a differentiated relationship to the 
European Single Market for Scotland raises technical, legal and political complexities 
and challenges. We seek to address each of these challenges later in this chapter. We 
do so by setting out in principle how each of these challenges could be overcome. 
However, we recognise that further detailed discussions will be required should this 
option be pursued and that these discussions should form part of the negotiating 
process between Scotland and the UK, and between the UK and the EU.

123. We also recognise that the success of this proposal will require compromise on all 
sides. It will require the UK Government initially and, in due course, other European 
governments, to be flexible and innovative. It will also require compromise on the 
part of the Scottish Government. Indeed, we recognise the reality that if Scotland is 
not an independent country and stays within the UK it will almost certainly have to 
leave the EU. However, by retaining membership of the European Single Market we 
can both mitigate the worst damage of leaving the EU and ease the transition to a 
full independent Member State should the people of Scotland decide to choose that 
future.

124. Before turning to the benefits and challenges of the “Norway option” it is worth 
considering some of the key ways in which it would differ from our current 
position within the EU. Given the situation we now find ourselves in, some of these 
differences could be turned to at least partial advantage.
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Examples of key differences between our proposal and EU membership
125. Influence over EU policy – Scotland would enjoy less influence over EU policy 

making than is currently exercised by the UK Government. However, we would not 
be without influence. We would have to accept that, as we would be outside the EU, 
our influence over European Single Market rules and regulations would not be the 
same as that of EU member states. While EFTA EEA members do not participate in 
the formal EU legislative process, they can and do exert influence in the 
development of single market rules and regulations through a decision-shaping 
process55, and the provision of experts to advise the EU on specific policy issues. 
Arguably, this is a greater level of direct influence than we currently enjoy, working 
through the UK Government, which adopts policy positions that do not always fully 
reflect Scotland’s needs and sometimes run counter to them.

126. Outside the Customs Union – EFTA EEA countries are not members of the EU 
Customs Union. Our proposal would mean that (unless the UK Government opts to 
keep the UK as a whole inside the EU Customs Union as the Scottish Government 
believes it should), Scotland, like the rest of the UK, would not be in the EU Customs 
Union. This would clearly have downsides for our businesses that trade within the 
EU. However, remaining within the single market would give Scottish businesses a 
comparative advantage over those in other parts of the UK that would be outside 
both the customs union and the single market. The fact that both Scotland and the 
rest of the UK would be outside the EU Customs Union (or both within it if the UK 
Government chooses that option), would mean that the border between Scotland 
and England would NOT be an external EU customs border, retaining unimpeded 
customs-free trade within the UK. What is in effect a customs union at present 
between Scotland and the rest of the UK would continue to mutual benefit.

127. Fisheries and agriculture – EFTA EEA countries are not within the Common 
Fisheries Policy (CFP) or the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and most 
agricultural and fish products traded from EFTA EEA countries to the EU are subject 
to tariffs. Our proposal would, therefore, give Scotland greater opportunity to 
develop and administer Scottish specific agricultural and fisheries policies. We set 
out in Chapter Four our expectation that responsibility for these policies will 
remain fully devolved to Scotland following the UK’s exit from the EU, providing 
the Scottish Government with much more direct policy-making tools to ensure 
outcomes appropriate to our needs in these two critical sectors. In particular, we 
are clear that under this option we would not remain within the Common Fisheries 
Policy. However, one of the challenges of this differentiated option is the potential 
application of tariffs to agricultural and fisheries products; and to mitigate this, in 
the first instance, we would press the UK Government to negotiate for tariff-free 
access to the European Single Market for those products. 

128. External arbitration – EFTA EEA members are subject to the jurisdiction of the 
EFTA Court and the oversight of the EFTA Surveillance authority rather than the 
Court of Justice of the European Union and the European Commission.

55 http://www.efta.int/eea/decision-shaping
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Benefits and challenges of European Single Market differentiation for Scotland
129. The key benefits of the “Norway option” compared to Scotland being taken 

completely out of the EU and single market, is that it would allow Scotland to 
continue to trade in both goods and services within a European Single Market of 
500 million people, free of most tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, while 
retaining our trading relationship with the rest of the UK.

130. Moreover it would mean that – as we would remain committed to upholding the 
“four freedoms” – Scottish people would retain the right to travel, live, work and 
study in other EU and EEA countries, with the same social, economic, health and 
consumer protections that EU citizens would continue to enjoy here. We would also 
have a continued assurance that, regardless of the policies of the government of 
the day, minimum employment, social, environmental and consumer rights would 
be guaranteed. Remaining within the single market would also provide the best 
platform for seeking continued co-operation with the EU in a range of other areas, 
for example Horizon 2020, Erasmus, Europol and wider initiatives to tackle climate 
change.

131. It would not just be Scotland that would potentially benefit from such a solution. 
We consider that there would also be economic advantages to the UK as a whole in 
having at least part of its territory still within the European Single Market and able 
to retain and attract indigenous and inward investment on that basis. It would be of 
benefit to the EU, both economically and through broader policy collaboration, to 
retain part of the UK within the European Single Market and as an enthusiastic 
contributor to European co-operation.

132. However, there are a number of questions that will be asked about the feasibility of 
Scotland remaining with the European Single Market while the rest of the UK 
leaves. Some of these are practical questions relating to free trade and movement 
within the UK. Others are legal considerations and involve the capacity of Scotland 
to operate within the single market framework without being an independent 
country.

133. In the remainder of this chapter, we set out – as high-level considerations at this 
stage – how each could be dealt with. We consider status, legislative and regulatory 
compliance, free movement of people within the UK and continued free trade 
within the UK. Further detailed discussion will be required with the UK Government 
on each of these issues.

134. In order for Scotland to continue in membership of the European Single Market the 
Scottish Government would require to make financial contributions to the 
administrative and operational expenditure of the EU, just as other EFTA EEA 
countries do. The amount of such contributions would be a matter for negotiation 
in due course but they could be met from Scotland’s pro-rata share of current UK 
contributions to the EU if – as would seem entirely reasonable – this money was 
available to the Scottish Government when the UK leaves the EU. These would be 
less than our current contributions as a Member State, and would depend on the 
degree of our collaboration in programmes such as Horizon 2020.
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Addressing the challenges

Status
135. If Scotland were independent there would be no domestic legal impediment to us 

joining EFTA and becoming party to the EEA Agreement. However, as long as 
Scotland remains part of the UK there will need to be some form of sponsorship for 
any Scottish membership of EFTA. That is because membership of both the EFTA 
Treaty and the EEA Agreement is – formally – open only to “states”. For example, 
Article 56 of the EFTA Treaty states that:

“Any State may accede to this Convention, provided that the Council decides to 
approve its accession, on such terms and conditions as may be set out in that 
decision.”56

136. It should be pointed out, however, that the Faroe Islands, not an independent state, 
is currently exploring the possibility of joining EFTA – a possibility that is under 
consideration57. It is envisaged that Denmark would “sponsor” the Faroe Islands 
membership of EFTA. This shows that a sub-state may enter into international 
agreements. In similar circumstances, and with its own legal system and strong 
administrative capabilities, Scotland would be well placed to meet those 
requirements.

137. We argue in the next chapter that a reconsideration of the devolution settlement 
should involve giving the Scottish Parliament power to enter international 
agreements in our areas of responsibility a power that already exists for some 
other sub-state entities. Even if such a power was not sufficient to enable Scotland, 
while remaining part of the UK, to maintain membership of EFTA and the EEA in 
our own right, we consider that our membership could be “sponsored” by the UK. 
Therefore, we put forward two broad options for further consideration.

138. Firstly, the UK Government could seek to maintain its current EEA membership, 
through an application for EFTA membership, but then seek a territorial exemption 
so that this membership would only apply to Scotland (unless other devolved 
administrations also requested it). There is precedent for territorial exemptions in 
the EFTA Agreement. For example, Svalbard, which forms part of Norway’s EFTA 
membership, has elements of the EFTA agreement dis-applied to recognise its 
unique geographic and trading position. Unlike the “reverse Greenland” proposition, 
this option would be consistent with the referendum outcome, since it would only 
require formal UK membership of the EEA, and not of the EU.

139. Secondly, Scotland, directly or through the UK, could seek full or associate 
membership of EFTA and subsequently the EEA Agreement.

140. It is accepted that these options will require full and detailed discussion between 
the Scottish and UK Governments and, in due course, between the UK Government 
and other EFTA EEA member states.

56 http://www.efta.int/sites/default/files/documents/legal-texts/efta-convention/Vaduz%20Convention%20Agreement.pdf 
57 http://icelandmonitor.mbl.is/news/politics_and_society/2016/08/23/iceland_supports_faroese_application_to_join_efta/ 

http://www.efta.int/sites/default/files/documents/legal-texts/efta-convention/Vaduz%20Convention%20Agreement.pdf
http://icelandmonitor.mbl.is/news/politics_and_society/2016/08/23/iceland_supports_faroese_application_to_join_efta/
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Legislative and regulatory compliance
141. Membership of the European Single Market under the terms of the EEA Agreement 

would require the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish Government to have 
competence to legislate in the policy areas covered by the EEA Agreement in order 
to uphold the core principles of the European Single Market; namely the free 
movement of goods, services, capital and persons. In Chapter Four we set out in 
more detail the additional competences that would need to be devolved to the 
Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government. In essence, these involve legislative 
and regulatory powers to ensure we are able to comply with the obligations of 
European Single Market membership.

142. If Scotland achieved differentiated access to the European Single Market, the 
Scottish Government would need to participate in the compliance machinery that 
currently mediates relations between the EFTA State parties to the EEA Agreement.

143. Under the EEA Agreement the EFTA Surveillance Authority effectively functions as 
a dispute resolution mechanism and also ensures that EFTA state parties to the EEA 
Agreement implement the necessary EU laws and regulations. As far as the EEA 
EFTA states are concerned, it is the key authority in the institutional structure, and 
ensures that those states incorporate EU internal market rules into their domestic 
law, and apply the rules correctly. It performs a similar enforcement role to the EU 
Commission for the EU Member States.

144. The EFTA Court has jurisdiction with regard to the three EEA EFTA States and is 
competent to deal with infringement actions brought by the EFTA Surveillance 
Authority against an EEA EFTA State with regard to the implementation, application 
or interpretation of the rules. Scotland would need to demonstrate it has the 
necessary domestic regulatory structures for single market access. All of these 
requirements are currently being met by either Scottish institutions (for example, 
Food Standards Scotland), or through the current UK regulatory regime (for 
example, UK Borders and Immigration, the Financial Conduct Authority, and the 
Competition and Markets Authority, HM Revenue & Customs).

145. The extent to which these existing regulatory authorities will continue to ensure 
compliance with European Single Market requirements will depend, in part, on the 
nature of the post-Brexit relationship between the UK and the EU. However, clearly 
there would be scope for policy divergence to emerge between the Scottish and 
rest of the UK position. This may be particularly true with regard to competition, 
procurement and state aid rules, where Scotland will continue to be bound by EU 
regulations. In such instances it would be necessary for the Scottish Government to 
demonstrate compliance with EU rules, and be empowered to represent its position 
in any dispute resolution procedures to which it may be party.

146. There could also be instances where the Scottish Government would need to 
establish new regulatory capacity in particular sectors of the economy in order to 
meet the requirements of single market membership. Elsewhere it may be possible, 
and more practical, to continue to share regulatory capacity with the UK 
Government. However, in a number of sectors Scotland already has free-standing 
regulatory organisations that are quite distinct from the remainder of the UK.
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Free movement of goods and services within the UK
147. The proposal within this paper is predicated on maintaining Scotland’s place in the 

European Single Market, in addition to – not instead of – free trade across the UK. 
This proposal reflects existing relationships elsewhere in Europe. For example, 
people feel little practical effect of crossing between Sweden and Norway, two 
countries with different relationships to the EU; or between Switzerland and 
Liechtenstein, two countries with different relationships to the European Single 
Market but in a customs union with each other.

148. The enhanced UK system to administer international trade flows that will be 
required post-Brexit in any event could be adapted to ensure compatibility for the 
differentiated relationship between Scotland, the remainder of the UK and the EEA. 
Most obviously this will involve adjustments to account for differences in tariff 
schedules and rules of origin between the UK and the EEA, although if the UK 
Government achieves its stated objectives regarding the UK’s post-Brexit third 
country trade relations (including with the EU) these would not be significant.

149. This administrative system would manage the different conditions of sale of goods 
and services originating in, or destined for, the European Single Market within two 
parts of the UK, namely Scotland and the remainder of the UK. Therefore an open 
border would be maintained between Scotland and the remainder of the UK. The EU 
will also need to decide how to manage the import and export of goods to and from 
the UK under this model, accepting that the current system will change irrespective 
of the future solution for Scotland and the UK once they are no longer EU members.

150. In relation to both free movement of goods and services and free movement of 
people, the UK Government has been very clear in its belief that, despite Brexit, the 
invisible border between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland can be 
maintained. We strongly support efforts to keep this invisible border between the 
Republic of Ireland, which is a member of the customs union, and the UK, which 
(we assume) will not be. This also means there are no good grounds for suggesting 
that a border will be required between Scotland and England which – under this 
proposal – would share a common position in relation to the EU Customs Union.

151. In order to continue our membership of the European Single Market through the 
EEA, Scotland would continue to meet the obligations of the EU Acquis as set out in 
the EEA Agreement regarding the free movement of traded goods and services, as 
well as the associated flanking measures, as is currently the case. Scotland would 
not be part of the EU Customs Union, but would remain inside the UK customs 
union (unless the UK itself opts to be in the EU Customs Union) and goods and 
services could continue to be traded freely within the UK. The border between 
Scotland and England would not be an external EU customs border, this will be the 
external UK border. There will of course be disadvantages for Scottish (and UK) 
businesses if the UK Government does opt to be outside the EU Customs Union. 
However, these disadvantages will be minimised – and indeed a comparative 
advantage achieved relative to businesses in the rest of the UK – if Scottish 
businesses can still operate within the European Single Market.
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152. The laws of the European Single Market would apply only to those goods and 
services traded between Scotland and the rest of the European Single Market. For 
instance, a manufacturer based in Scotland with customers throughout the 
remainder of the UK would continue to be able to trade freely. We see no reason 
why the principle of mutual recognition of standards should not continue to apply 
under this proposal. If the manufacturer also conducts business within the 
European Single Market they would be required to continue to demonstrate that 
their products complied with the requirements of relevant EU Directives and 
Regulations. In essence, this involves applying the principle of “parallel 
marketability”58 whereby goods and services originating in Scotland may be legally 
marketed in both the UK and the EEA.

Imports from the European Single Market
153. Goods entering the UK from the European Single Market would be subject to the 

import regulations appropriate to either jurisdiction (Scotland or the remainder of 
the UK). The appropriate regulations would be determined by the point at which 
the goods are to be sold.

154. If the point of sale is Scotland, then there will be no tariff payable due to our EEA 
membership. If the goods are to be sold in the remainder of the UK they will be 
subject to whatever regulations apply and tariff is payable under the remainder of 
the UK’s arrangements with the single market and/or EFTA states. To the extent 
that any import from the single market is not covered by Scotland’s EEA 
membership then the relevant regulations and tariff under Scottish and/or rUK law 
(depending on the devolution settlement in place) will apply.

155. When a consignment contains goods bound for sale in both Scotland and the 
remainder of the UK, if there is no difference in the treatment of that good (for 
example, if it is tariff-free) between Scotland and the remainder of the UK, then no 
additional process is required. Where there is a difference, on entering the UK the 
point of sale for the relevant proportion of the goods will need to be declared and 
the relevant tariff paid and regulations followed. If the point of sale is in the 
remainder of the UK, then the UK-wide regulations and any UK tariff would apply.

Exports to the European Single Market
156. Goods and services could also continue to be exported from Scotland and the UK 

under different conditions when accessing the European Single Market. Goods and 
services produced in Scotland, and complying with all relevant EU regulations, 
would be exported freely to the European Single Market, whilst those from 
elsewhere in the UK would be required to comply with the terms of the UK’s new 
trading relationship with the EU.

58 Liechtenstein https://www.ceps.eu/system/files/EEA%20Review_Liechtenstein%20Final.pdf p21 

https://www.ceps.eu/system/files/EEA%20Review_Liechtenstein%20Final.pdf
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Imports and exports outwith the European Single Market or not covered by the EEA
157. These arrangements would only be necessary for those elements of trade between 

the UK and the European Single Market, and only to those products covered by the 
EEA. It would, therefore, exclude agricultural and fisheries products. Similarly, as 
Scotland would remain within the UK-wide customs union, there would be no 
impact on goods and services traded between the UK and third countries.

158. It is worth stressing that insofar as the UK succeeds in its stated aim of negotiating 
a free trade agreement with the EU, and replicating with non-EU countries the 
terms of its present trade relations, the administrative burden associated with 
managing rules of origin will be minimised even further.

Maintaining current free movement for people within the UK
159. The free movement of people is one of the essential four pillars of being in the 

European Single Market and Chapter Two outlines the significant benefits to the 
economy of Scotland, as well as providing the opportunity for thousands of Scots 
who work, study or travel across the European Union. Limiting free movement of 
people has the potential to seriously harm Scotland’s long-term economic future.

160. Indeed, regardless of the outcome of the Scottish Government’s efforts to keep 
Scotland in the European Single Market in line with the proposal in this chapter, 
there is a strong and increasingly urgent case for greater flexibilities on 
immigration for different parts of the UK. It is increasingly clear that a one-size-
fits-all approach is not in the best interests of Scotland. For these reasons, Scotland 
needs to explore a distinctive approach, whatever its future relationship with the 
single market turns out to be.

161. There is, of course, past precedent for differentiation in Scotland. We have already 
pioneered approaches suited to our particular circumstances such as the 
introduction of “Fresh Talent” in 2005 which allowed international students to work 
in Scotland, contributing to our economy and communities for two years after 
graduation. There is also strong support for future differentiation – with our 
partners in the university and business sectors, the Scottish Government has 
consistently made the case for the re-introduction of a post study work route which 
would allow talented graduates to stay in Scotland after completing their studies 
and continue to make a valuable contribution to the country.

162.  However, it is not just Scotland that would benefit from a more flexible approach 
to immigration to the UK. The Mayor of London has also called for greater 
flexibility. A report published in October 201659 identified different parts of the UK 
with different immigration needs and proposed potential models for further 
consideration. One such example is the possibility of a system of “regional visas” 
for non-UK nationals being explored by the City of London Corporation.

59 Regional Visas – A Unique Immigration Solution, PWC for City of London Corporation
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163. It is worth noting that in other parts of the world, Canada and Australia for 
example, there are already successful examples of differentiated immigration 
systems. These allow Provinces in Canada and Territories and States in Australia to 
identify and address their own specific population challenges by flexing the 
requirements of the national immigration system. These systems do not create 
borders or barriers between provinces or states.

164. It is therefore likely that whatever the outcome of Brexit in relation to Scotland, the 
UK Government will in future require to deal with different immigration 
arrangements in different parts of the UK, while ensuring free movement within 
the UK. However, the remainder of this chapter considers the situation whereby 
Scotland is in the single market – upholding the principle of free movement of 
people – and the rest of the UK is not. Chapter Four makes clear that, in such a 
scenario, Scotland would require powers over immigration to be devolved.

165. People coming into Scotland from other countries – EU or non-EU – would continue 
to be subject to passport and other security checks as is the case now. Scotland 
remaining within the single market – and the rest of the UK not – would not change 
that. It would be open to the UK Government to apply additional visa requirements 
for citizens from other EU countries coming into airports or ports in England, Wales 
and Northern Ireland.

166. Free movement within the UK would continue to be facilitated by the Common 
Travel Area (CTA) as it is now. The CTA operates across the UK, the Isle of Man, the 
Channel Islands and the Republic of Ireland. The UK Government has stressed that 
the CTA pre-dates its membership of the EU and that it will continue to operate 
after it leaves the EU. If the CTA can continue to operate between the UK and 
Ireland, a country that is a member of the EU, with its own rules on immigration, 
then there can be no reason whatsoever that it could not continue to operate 
between Scotland and the rest of the UK, even if Scotland is in the single market 
and the rest of the UK is not. In addition, UK citizens would continue to have the 
right to live and work in any part of the UK as they do now. People living in 
Scotland would have the right to free movement across the EU, while people in 
other parts of the UK would not. It is suggested that domicile would be the 
determinant of those rights.

167. The main issue that would have to be addressed is the prospect of people from 
other European countries with the right to live and work in Scotland seeking to use 
Scotland as an access route to living and working in the rest of the UK. There will, 
however, be immigration rules applied in the rest of UK that will deal with that 
issue, which, as the Prime Minister has set out, are likely to be based on checks at 
the point of employment60. Anyone from outside the UK seeking to find work or 
housing or access social security or public services in the rest of the UK would be 
subject to whatever rules and standards of proof the UK Government decides upon. 
That arrangement applies in many other jurisdictions including, as noted, Canada 
and Australia.

60 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-37271420 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-37271420
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168. As we have indicated in an earlier chapter, free movement of people is not only 
necessary for our economy, it is desirable for the cultural and social benefits it 
brings and the opportunities it affords to us all. If the UK Government gives up 
membership of the European Single Market and the commitment to free movement 
of people, examples from around the world and within the UK show that we can 
make a differentiated approach work.

Conclusion
169. We believe our proposals on differentiation offer a feasible way to reconcile what 

now appears to be the UK’s current position to exit the EU and the Single Market 
with the democratic wishes of a majority of the Scottish electorate and their 
elected politicians, and will best mitigate the risks that Brexit poses to our 
economic and social interests. We further believe that an acceptance of the need 
for, and the case for, differentiation would be the first step towards detailed, 
constructive discussion of these options and others.

170. Our proposal would require very detailed discussion and negotiation. But we 
believe this option is capable of meeting our requirements for continued trade 
within the European Single Market, adherence to the “four freedoms” and 
implementation of the range of “flanking” policies which support and complement 
the operation of the European Single Market, while providing a feasible structure 
for continued free trade and movement across the UK. The proposal complements 
and builds on the existing relationships.

171. It appears increasingly unlikely that the UK Government will choose to retain 
membership of the European Single Market through the EEA. It may also decide to 
leave the EU Customs Union. We will therefore call on the UK Government, through 
the mechanism of the Joint Ministerial Committee structure, to:

a) Explore – openly, constructively and in good faith – options for a differentiated 
solution for Scotland that enables us to remain in the EEA while the rest of the 
UK leaves.

b) Include any necessary commitment in the Article 50 letter to pursue a 
differentiated solution for Scotland that enables Scotland to remain within the 
European Single Market as the rest of the UK leaves.

c) Discuss, negotiate in the appropriate forums, and conclude the practical solutions 
and shared administrative arrangements we would need to put in place to make 
a differentiated solution work effectively.
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CHAPTER FOUR:
FURTHER DEVOLUTION 
AND THE CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONSEQUENCES OF BREXIT
172. In this chapter we demonstrate that a consequence of the EU referendum is the 

need for a fundamental review of the UK’s constitutional arrangements and the 
powers of the Scottish Parliament to avoid excessive concentration of power at 
Westminster. As part of this, further devolution will be necessary to ensure that 
Scotland can meet the requirements of the differentiated position we have set out. 
The chapter covers:

a) Matters which are no longer subject to EU law and that currently sit within 
Scottish Parliament competence, for instance agriculture, fisheries and education. 
These must remain the responsibility of the Scottish Parliament.

b) Other areas of EU competence where devolution would allow the Scottish 
Parliament to protect key rights, for example employment law, and health and 
safety.

c) The need for devolution, beyond areas of “repatriated” EU competence, 
to protect Scotland’s interests, including those necessary to support the 
differentiated solutions for Scotland proposed in this paper, for example through 
powers over immigration or to conclude international agreements.

173. Whatever the final terms of the UK’s exit from the EU, the effect on Scotland’s 
constitutional position will be profound. The Scottish Parliament was established in 
1999 to enable the government and laws of Scotland to reflect the values, needs 
and priorities of the people of Scotland in a context underpinned by EU law. As a 
result of the EU referendum the assumptions underlying devolution no longer 
hold61. The economic, social and democratic benefits that Scotland enjoys as a 
result of its place in the EU are all now at risk. A fundamental reconsideration of 
the UK’s constitutional arrangements is therefore required62. As part of this, the 
powers of the Scottish Parliament need to be increased not just to give effect to the 
new relationship with Europe set out earlier in this paper, but also to enable it to 
protect Scotland’s interests in a context where the protection provided by EU law 
has been removed.

61 The constitutional requirements for establishing a devolved parliament in a constituent part of a larger EU member 
state were considered at length during the passage of the Scotland Act 1998: see Second Reading debate, House of 
Commons, January 1998: http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1998/jan/12/scotland-bill 

62 The First Minister of Wales has stated that “…withdrawal from the EU is a massive constitutional shift for the UK 
and it has equally far-reaching implications for the devolution settlement. The relationship between devolved 
administrations and the UK Government must now be placed onto an entirely different footing. http://gov.wales/
about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2016-new/eureferendum/?lang=en

http://hansard.millbanksystems.com/commons/1998/jan/12/scotland-bill
http://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2016-new/eureferendum/?lang=en
http://gov.wales/about/cabinet/cabinetstatements/2016-new/eureferendum/?lang=en
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174. The Scottish Government continues to believe that independence offers the best 
long-term future for Scotland. If we were an independent country we would not be 
facing the prospect of being taken out of the EU against our will. However, Scotland 
will only become independent when a majority of people in Scotland choose that 
future in a democratic referendum. The proposals in this paper reflect the mandate 
given to the Scottish Government by the Scottish Parliament in the days following 
the EU referendum to explore all options for protecting our relationship with the 
EU.

175. Our starting point is that it is the sovereign right of the Scottish people, in the 
words of the Claim of Right, “to determine the form of government best suited to 
their needs”63 and that it should be for the Scottish Parliament to represent their 
views. While we believe that many of the considerations set out below will have 
resonance in other parts of the UK, the governance and constitutional arrangements 
of England, Wales and Northern Ireland are matters for the people of those 
countries.

176. If Scotland is to remain part of the UK, we need to look at three broad categories of 
powers:

a) “Repatriated” competences in devolved areas. Matters no longer subject to 
EU law are the responsibility of the Scottish Parliament where they concern 
devolved areas such as agriculture, fisheries, education, health, justice and 
environmental protection. In these areas decisions on the replacement of the 
rights and protections provided by EU law to Scottish citizens will be for the 
Scottish Parliament. There must be no attempt to reserve these matters, which 
would in any case require the consent of the Scottish Parliament. Exit from the 
EU must not result in centralisation of control at Westminster. Any provisions 
in the UK Government’s so-called “Great Repeal Bill” about matters within 
devolved competence, or altering the competence of the Scottish Parliament or 
Government, will also require the consent of the Scottish Parliament.

b) “Repatriated” competences in reserved area. Matters no longer subject to EU law 
which are not within current devolved competence should be devolved to enable 
the Scottish Parliament to protect citizens’ rights. These should include areas 
such as employment law and health and safety legislation.

c) Additional powers to protect Scotland’s interests. Beyond repatriated powers, 
the current division of responsibilities between the Scottish Parliament and 
Westminster must be reconsidered to reflect the change that will be effected to 
the UK’s constitutional settlement by leaving the EU. New powers to secure any 
differentiated relationship with Europe should be part of this, but additional 
devolution is necessary in any case to ensure that the Parliament is able to 
protect Scotland’s interests in this new context.

63 See Claim of Right for Scotland, House of Commons Library briefing, September 2016. (http://researchbriefings.
files.parliament.uk/documents/CDP-2016-0158/CDP-2016-0158.pdf) and http://www.parliament.scot/
parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=7560&mode=html#iob_69051

http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CDP-2016-0158/CDP-2016-0158.pdf
http://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CDP-2016-0158/CDP-2016-0158.pdf
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=7560&mode=html#iob_69051
http://www.parliament.scot/parliamentarybusiness/report.aspx?r=7560&mode=html#iob_69051
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177. The rest of this chapter considers these issues in more detail. As a number of 
commentators have observed64, they point to the need for a fundamental 
reconsideration of the nature of the UK state, with different relationships between 
its constituent parts as well as changes to the detail of their powers.

Devolved powers and the replacement of EU law
178. EU law affects devolved areas through the rights, freedoms and duties that flow 

from the EU treaties and through EU legislation (directives and regulations). Under 
the Scotland Act 1998, the Scottish Parliament and Government are responsible for 
implementing EU law where it applies within devolved competence, for example by 
designing and passing the Scottish laws to put EU legislation into effect.

179. If Scotland remains in a UK outside the EU, it will be for the Scottish Parliament and 
Government to put in place the laws and administrative systems to replace EU law 
in devolved areas. Any proposal to take back powers from Scotland to the UK 
Parliament and Government on leaving the EU would require the consent of the 
Scottish Parliament under the Sewel Convention65 and the Scottish Government 
would not recommend consent66. Where there may be a need to devise a cross-
border framework within the UK to replace that provided by EU law, for example in 
relation to animal health, that should be a matter for negotiation and agreement 
between the governments concerned, not for imposition from Westminster.

180. Some of the major devolved areas that will be affected include:

a) Agriculture, food and drink, in areas covered by the EU Common Agricultural 
Policy and EU law on food and drink, animal health and welfare, plant health, 
seeds, potatoes, pesticides and genetically modified organisms.

b) Fisheries, aquaculture and the marine environment, which are subject to the EU 
Common Fisheries Policy and marine environment and planning laws.

c) Environmental protection, including laws on pollution, waste and recycling.

d) Civil law, in areas such as family law where the institutional and administrative 
arrangements which currently shape Scottish and European co-operation risk 
being undermined by the UK leaving the EU.

e) Criminal law and law enforcement, particularly in relation to information sharing 
and co-operation, the European Arrest Warrant, prisoner-transfer agreements 
and counter-terrorism measures.

64 [See, for example, Gordon Brown’s call for a “constitutional breakthrough” in light of Brexit (www.heraldscotland.
com/news/14710785.Brown_backs_effective_Scottish_Home_Rule__saying_Brexit_vote_calls_for_new_constitutional_
settlement/); former Labour Foreign Secretary David Owen’s proposals for a Federal UK Council (www.lorddavidowen.
co.uk/lord-owen-sets-out-proposals-for-a-federal-uk-council/), the Westminster cross-party Constitutional Reform 
Group’s Act of Union Bill, which proposes a federal UK settlement (http://www.constitutionreformgroup.co.uk/
publications/), and comments by the Scottish Labour party http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-
politics-38223719. 

65 Devolution Guidance Note 10: post-devolution primary legislation affecting Scotland (www.gov.scot/Resource/
Doc/37349/0066833.pdf). 

66 The First Minister of Wales made the same point in a statement on 1 November 2016: “We will resist any attempt —
any attempt — by the UK Government to claw back powers to itself”. (https://yoursenedd.wales/debates/2016-11-01-
2-statement-eu-transition)

http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/14710785.Brown_backs_effective_Scottish_Home_Rule__saying_Brexit_vote_calls_for_new_constitutional_settlement/
http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/14710785.Brown_backs_effective_Scottish_Home_Rule__saying_Brexit_vote_calls_for_new_constitutional_settlement/
http://www.heraldscotland.com/news/14710785.Brown_backs_effective_Scottish_Home_Rule__saying_Brexit_vote_calls_for_new_constitutional_settlement/
http://www.lorddavidowen.co.uk/lord-owen-sets-out-proposals-for-a-federal-uk-council/
http://www.lorddavidowen.co.uk/lord-owen-sets-out-proposals-for-a-federal-uk-council/
http://www.constitutionreformgroup.co.uk/publications/
http://www.constitutionreformgroup.co.uk/publications/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-politics-38223719
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-scotland-politics-38223719
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/37349/0066833.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/37349/0066833.pdf
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f) Health, where for example protections afforded under the European Health 
Insurance Card scheme are at risk.

g) Higher education and research, where Scotland has benefited from EU 
mechanisms for collaboration and funding.

181. Across the UK, dealing with the legal and policy consequences of leaving the EU 
will be a major undertaking. The UK Government has announced a “Great Repeal 
Bill” intended to address these issues, at least initially. The Scottish Government 
will discuss the plans with the UK Government as they develop, in line with well-
established practice for Westminster legislation67. If, in the light of that and our 
discussions on the proposals in this paper, the Scottish Government agrees that the 
Bill should include areas within devolved competence or changes to the powers of 
the Scottish Parliament or Scottish Minsters, the legislative consent of the 
Parliament will need to be sought in the normal way. The alternative would be to 
legislate for these matters in the Scottish Parliament.

Devolution to protect key rights
182. The implications of “repatriation” of EU competences also need to be considered for 

matters not currently devolved to the Scottish Parliament. In these areas, as in 
those already mentioned, key rights and protections under EU law will be removed. 
Devolution of additional responsibilities to the Scottish Parliament would enable it 
to reflect Scottish priorities in safeguarding and enhancing the rights of people in 
Scotland. Key areas where additional devolution should be considered in this 
context include:

a) employment law, including that on trade union rights

b) equalities

c) health and safety at work

d) consumer protection.

183. In these areas, too, the UK Government and the Devolved Administrations would 
need to work together to consider proposals for UK-wide frameworks, whether the 
matters to be covered are formally reserved in a country’s devolution settlement or 
not, to ensure they meet each country’s priorities and needs, or to allow 
administrations to make other national arrangements where appropriate.

Additional powers to protect Scotland’s interests
184. The need for further devolution and a reshaping of the UK constitution goes 

beyond repatriated powers. The UK’s current constitutional arrangements are 
rooted in membership of the EU. The EU is a source of laws, policy and funding 
based on decisions agreed between 28 countries. Leaving the EU requires a 
rethinking of the nature of the UK as a state to ensure an appropriate balance of 
balance of powers and responsibilities to replace that previously shaped with 
reference to EU law and institutions, and to avoid a further concentration of power 

67 Devolution Guidance Note 10: post-devolution primary legislation affecting Scotland (www.gov.scot/Resource/
Doc/37349/0066833.pdf). 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/37349/0066833.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/Doc/37349/0066833.pdf
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at Westminster. This needs to cover both the devolution of powers, and the 
arrangements for devolved institutions to have a say in decisions on reserved 
matters affecting the countries concerned68.

185. Our proposals for a differentiated relationship for Scotland with the EU would 
require the Scottish Parliament to have a range of new powers, but additional 
devolution is needed in any case to enable the Parliament to protect Scotland’s key 
interests in relation to the economy, democracy, social protection, solidarity and 
influence that we set out in this paper. For example, powers over immigration are 
increasingly vital for the protection of Scotland’s interests. Indeed, there is a 
growing view in different parts of the UK, for example London, that a one-size-fits-
all approach to immigration is no longer appropriate.

186. Key areas to be considered for further devolution should include:

Freedom of movement of people, goods, services and capital. There will need to 
be arrangements to enable Scottish law and regulatory regimes to be consistent 
with the requirements of the European Single Market, and to protect Scotland’s 
economic, social protection and solidarity interests. The main areas in which there 
will need to be additional devolution, or arrangements to secure flexibility in 
reserved policies, include:

a) import and export control

b) immigration

c) competition, product standards and intellectual property

d) company law and insolvency

e) social security, including to enable reciprocal arrangements with other states

f) professional regulation (for example to enable recognition of professional 
qualifications)

g) energy regulation

h) financial services, telecommunications, postal services and reserved aspects of 
transport.

187.  International engagement. The Scottish Government will need to take part in trade 
negotiations that impact on devolved competences. It will also need the ability to 
speak in international forums and to secure agreements with other countries. This 
could be achieved either through an arrangement with UK Government or by virtue 
of an independent international legal personality. To a significant extent the 
co-operation that Scotland will need to develop with other countries will be 
concerned with existing devolved areas, such as such as research, education and 
training and environmental policy. However, it will also need to encompass 
currently reserved matters listed above.

68 More Powers for the Scottish Parliament, published by the Scottish Government in October 2014 (www.gov.scot/
Resource/0046/00460563.pdf), set out a comprehensive set of proposals for maximum self-government for Scotland 
within the UK. 

http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0046/00460563.pdf
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0046/00460563.pdf
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188. The exact approach to ensuring that the Scottish Parliament and Government have 
the necessary powers will need detailed consideration and a constructive approach 
from both the UK and Scottish Governments.

Conclusion
189. Consideration of the constitutional implications of the UK leaving the EU must take 

place as part of the overall process now under way. The Scottish Government will 
pursue these proposals in its current discussions with the other Devolved 
Administrations and other interested bodies, such at the London Assembly, and in 
negotiations with the UK Government.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
CONCLUSION
190. The Scottish Government believes the best option for Scotland is to be an 

independent member of the EU. The people of Scotland voted overwhelmingly to 
remain in the EU on 23 June. Moreover, we concur with those who believe that the 
Leave prospectus put forward during the referendum was deeply flawed and that 
the lack of preparation for leaving by those responsible for that campaign remains 
a deeply damaging aspect of the current constitutional crisis.

191. The current situation is not of our making – it has been caused by the original 
flawed decision to hold the EU referendum and the subsequent majority for Leave 
in England and Wales. However, in line with our commitments, we have explored all 
options to find out whether Scotland’s national interest and relationship with 
Europe can be protected within the UK, and to mobilise opinion to this cause.

192. The proposals in this paper represent a significant compromise on behalf of the 
Scottish Government, but we make them in line with the commitment we gave to 
explore all options and build as much consensus as possible. We also believe that, 
short of continuing UK membership of the EU or independence within the EU for 
Scotland, these proposals are the best way to protect Scotland’s interests. We 
believe that the UK should remain members of the Single Market or should agree 
that it will support Scotland in doing so – in line with its previous commitments on 
the nature of the UK as a “partnership” and its agreement to develop a UK 
approach to negotiations.

193. This paper has set out the vision of the Scottish Government in terms of the best 
outcome from Brexit for the whole of the UK – continued membership of the 
European Single Market. We have presented the evidence of the negative impact of 
any other approach on the economic and social prosperity of Scotland and, by 
extension, the UK as a whole.

194. We have set out a clear proposition for how a differentiated position could work 
– in the event that the UK Government decides to leave the single market – drawing 
on examples from a range of countries and scenarios which demonstrate that 
differentiated relationships work elsewhere. This would allow Scotland, as part of 
the UK, to remain within the European Single Market, and would be achievable 
through partnership working with UK Government and European partners.

195. The proposal set out in this paper also meets the majority of the tests set out by 
the First Minister in her speech to the Institute for Public Policy Research, with 
some compromises on the level of influence for Scotland when compared to that 
currently enjoyed by the UK:

a) Economic interests – the proposal we have presented for differentiation would 
secure continued membership of the single market for Scotland.
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b) Solidarity – Scotland would be able to make policy choices beyond those 
required by single market membership to implement European policy and work 
collectively with European partners to tackle significant challenges such as 
terrorism and climate change.

c) Social protection – continued membership of the European Single Market and 
participation in horizontal and flanking policies would ensure that Scotland 
maintained the standards of social protection and would be able to track future 
policy developments.

d) Democratic interests – a differentiated position would ensure that Scotland’s 
distinctive voice is heard, particularly in our future relationship with the EU and 
single market, and our wishes respected.

e) Influence – through EFTA membership and participation in the single market 
through the EEA agreement Scotland would be able to achieve some influence 
over the development of EU policy relevant to the single market, although we 
accept this is not to the same extent as EU membership.

196. The UK Government has made firm commitments to the people of Scotland. The 
Prime Minister says the UK is a partnership of equals, that the Scottish Government 
will be fully engaged in the Brexit process, and that Article 50 will not be triggered 
until there are agreed UK objectives for negotiations.

197. The propositions set out in this paper would require the full support and 
participation of the UK Government. We intend to engage in discussions with the 
UK Government to further explore a differentiated solution which ensures 
continued European Single Market membership. Such a solution would need to be 
included as an integral element in the UK Government’s negotiations with our 
European partners (including EFTA members) once the Article 50 procedure has 
been triggered. Central to our discussions with the UK Government would be an 
understanding of, and an agreement around, the issues that need to be resolved 
between the Scottish and UK Governments before we could seek agreement with 
our European partners. We believe the technical challenges can be met if there is 
political will on all sides to explore solutions.

198. However, we are clear that realising such a position would be a shared endeavour 
with the UK Government and our European partners to deliver a compromise which 
respected both the democratically expressed of the Scottish and UK Governments 
and the constitution of the UK. Such a solution would require close and ongoing 
co-operation with the UK Government in a range of areas.

199. We have also set out how leaving the EU will fundamentally affect the constitutional 
arrangements of the UK. Policy for devolved functions currently subject to EU law 
will be the responsibility of Scottish Parliament. A significant increase in devolution 
is required to protect Scotland’s key interests, including delivering any differentiated 
arrangement with the EU. A consequence of leaving the EU cannot and must not be 
that power is further concentrated in the UK Government and at Westminster; there 
needs to be a fundamental realignment of responsibilities to ensure that the interests 
of the nations across these islands are protected, and that there is a genuine 
partnership of equals in the governance of the UK.
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200. We therefore call upon the UK Government to confirm that their approach to 
negotiations with the European Union will set out a framework for their future 
relationship with the EU, and remaining inside the single market will be central to 
that approach. If this is not included, the Scottish Government seeks agreement 
from the UK Government that a differentiated option for Scotland that will allow 
Scotland to remain inside the EU single market, will be pursued in those 
negotiations. We look forward to discussing urgently with the UK Government how 
Scotland’s interests will be protected and how this is best delivered, on the basis of 
the propositions set out in this paper.

201. We find ourselves in an unprecedented position. It is not of our making. It threatens 
our economy and our society and is incompatible with the kind of country we are 
now and want to be in future. The situation we find ourselves in should transcend 
party politics and demands creative leadership on behalf of the Scottish people to 
protect our national interests. We are taking that step and demonstrating that 
leadership. We look to the UK Government to match these efforts and to work with 
us to move forward.
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GLOSSARY
This glossary explains some of the key terms we have used in this paper and includes 
links to further information.

Membership of the European Single Market – We have defined membership of the 
European Single Market as the ability to participate fully in that market without any 
regulatory or tariff barriers to the export or import of goods and services. This would 
also include full participation in the four freedoms, the free movement of people, goods, 
services and capital and the rights of establishment for businesses.

Access to the European Single Market – Access to the European Single Market is very 
different to membership (as defined above). Any one of the hundreds of nations with 
a trade schedule at the World Trade Organisation has access to the European Single 
Market, but may face tariffs on goods and will also need to demonstrate that goods meet 
the standards of the European Single Market. There is also no access for services, or 
rights under any of the four freedoms.

Some nations have negotiated preferential terms, in the form of a free trade agreement 
with the EU, such as the recently agreed deal with Canada, to reduce some of these 
tariffs and increase common standards to help further reduce barriers to trade and 
market access. However, these deals still fall far short of membership as defined above.

The European Union – The European Union (EU) is currently a group of 28 (which will 
be 27 following the exit of the UK) countries that operate as a cohesive economic and 
political block. Nineteen of the countries use the euro as their official currency. The EU 
grew out of a desire to form a single European political entity to end the centuries of 
warfare among European countries that culminated with World War II, which devastated 
much of the continent.

The European Single Market – Has its basis in article 26 of the Treaty on the Functioning 
of the European Union which provides in article 26(2) that “[t]he internal market shall 
comprise an area without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, 
persons, services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of the 
Treaties”. The European Commission describes the European Single Market as “the EU 
as one territory without any internal borders or other regulatory obstacles to the free 
movement of goods and services”69. The European Single Market is in effect extended to 
include the EFTA State parties to the EEA Agreement (Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein) 
by the EEA Agreement: the EFTA State parties participate in the European Single Market 
under and in terms of that Agreement.

69 https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market_en

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/euro.asp
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market_en
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EU Customs Union – The effect of a customs union is to ensure that no customs tariffs 
are levied on goods travelling within the area of the customs union with a common 
external tariff imposed on all goods entering the customs union – effectively prohibiting 
members of a customs union negotiating independently of other members bilateral 
trade deals with other countries. The members of the EU Customs Union are all the EU 
member states, Monaco, Isle of Man, Jersey and Guernsey, Akrotiri and Dhekelia. (The EU 
also has partial Customs Unions with Turkey, Andorra and San Marino where some goods 
are excluded.) The EFTA States – including the EFTA State parties to the EEA Agreement 
(Norway Iceland and Liechtenstein) – are not members of the EU Customs Union. They 
do not participate in the EU’s free trade agreements with other markets in the world 
and trade in goods between the EFTA State parties to the EEA Agreement and the EU 
member States are subject to customs procedures, including “rules of origin” checks on 
the source of components to ascertain whether tariffs require to be paid as products 
cross the border.

European Free Trade Association (EFTA) – EFTA is an intergovernmental organisation set 
up for the promotion of free trade and economic integration to the benefit of its member 
States – currently Switzerland, Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein. It manages the EFTA 
Convention which governs free trade between the EFTA states, a network of trade deals 
between EFTA and 38 other countries worldwide and the EEA Agreement, through which 
three of the EFTA States – Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein – are members of the 
European Single Market.

European Economic Area (EEA) Agreement – The EEA Agreement is an agreement 
between the EU, the EU member States and three EFTA States (Norway, Iceland and 
Liechtenstein). It provides for the inclusion of EU legislation covering the four freedoms 
— the free movement of goods, services, persons and money — in the three EFTA 
States as well as the EU member States. It is the basis of which the three EFTA States 
participate in the European Single Market. In addition, the EEA Agreement provides for 
co-operation in other areas including research and development, education, social policy, 
the environment, consumer protection, tourism and culture (“flanking and horizontal” 
policies).

Council of Europe – The Council of Europe is an international organisation which 
promotes human rights and democracy in Europe. It was founded in 1949 and with 47 
member states covers 820 million people. It should not be confused with the EU.

Flanking and Horizontal Policies – The EEA Agreement provides for the inclusion of EU 
legislation in all policy areas of the European Single Market. The EEA Agreement includes 
provisions on the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital, as well as 
competition and state aid rules. It also contains provision relevant to the four freedoms 
on consumer protection, company law, environment, social policy and statistics. These 
are referred to as horizontal provisions.

In addition to these horizontal areas there are other provisions within the EEA 
Agreement that provide for co-operation in several flanking policies such as research 
and innovation, education, training and youth, employment, tourism, culture, civil 
protection, enterprise, entrepreneurship and small and medium-sized enterprises.

This is not an exhaustive list and it is possible for contracting parties to the EEA 
Agreement to agree new flanking areas to be added to the list.
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Schengen Area – The Schengen area covers 26 EU states and the member states of 
EFTA (Switzerland, Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein) where passport and border 
control has been abolished for travel between participating states. The Schengen states 
operate a strengthened external border. The UK and Republic of Ireland have opted 
out of Schengen, and in response to recent terror attacks and the migration crisis some 
Schengen states have re-introduced temporary border controls.

Common Travel Area – The Common Travel Area maintains an open border for travel 
between Ireland, the UK, Isle of Man and the Channel Islands. People crossing internal 
borders within the CTA are subject to no or minimal border checks and require minimal 
identity documents to travel. In order to maintain the CTA there is significant co-
operation between UK and Irish border officials.

EU Acquis – The EU Acquis Communautaire, often shortened to the EU Acquis, is the 
legislation, acts and court decisions which in sum form the body of European Union law.

Rules of Origin – Rules of origin are used to determine the country or origin of a 
product for purposes of international trade.  Countries may not apply the same trade 
policy measures towards all other countries in international trade of goods, with the 
consequence that there must be various legal or administrative requirements to be 
fulfilled for implementing the different trade policy measures according to the different 
origin of goods.  This may be for example different levying of import duties, allocating 
quotas, imposing anti-dumping duties or applying safeguard measures.
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